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Summary 
Imagine a birthday party with lots of children. Most of these children are interested in loom straps and 
Skylanders, the hypes of 2014, but there is one little boy who is almost obsessed with and truly knows 
everything about the universe. Imagine the same group of kids having a party ten years later. Loom 
straps and Skylanders the adolescents consider things from times gone by, but that one boy, will he 
still be interested in the universe? In addition to subjects that almost every child is interested in 
(situational interests), there are also interests more idiosyncratic and permanent (individual interests). 
Individual interests in the conceptual domain often lead to a so-called Island of Expertise, i.e. a topic 
in which children happen to become interested in and in which they develop relatively deep and rich 
knowledge. There has already been much research into the existence of such interests and expertise in 
young children, but little is known about such interests and expertise in adolescents.  
  The aim of this study is to contribute to the understanding of interest and expertise among this 
age group. The main questions of the study are 1) what is the incidence of this kind of interest and 
expertise in grammar school, 2) what are the characteristics of interest and expertise in this age group 
and 3) what are the processes of development of interest and expertise and what are the promoting and 
hindering factors.  
  A mixed methods design is used to answer these questions. The data are collected through a 
newly developed electronic questionnaire filled out by 672 students of a grammar school in the 
Netherlands, which was analyzed quantitatively, and by a newly developped mailed questionnaire 
filled out by 29 students of the same school, who – according to the quantitative analysis – show an 
intense individual interest in the conceptual domain and related expertise. These data are analyzed 
qualitatively.  
  Results of the study show that less than 16% of the students has an intense individual interest 
in the conceptual domain. The smarter students seem to be more susceptible to such interest. The 
developments of Interest and Expertise appear to go hand in hand. Interest leads to actions that lead to 
expertise. That growing expertise in turn leads to interest. Triggering of interest usually happens 
because of an experience or person. The interest usually ceases to exist when school takes up the time 
which is needed to engage in the interest.  
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1. Theoretical framework 
 
1.1. The importance of Interest 
This study focuses on intense individual interest in the conceptual domain and related expertise in 
adolescents. From a social point of view, interest is important in the context of the new national focus 
on improving the quality of Dutch education, as defined in the administrative agreement ‘School aan 
zet’ (School in turn) (PO-raad, VO-raad & Ministerie van Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap, 2012). 
Each school can decide on the area in which the quality must be strengthened, choosing from the 
following six areas: 1) focus on outcomes (improving the learning of all students), 2) Human 
Resources / Learning Organisation (good HRM), 3) basic skills (Dutch, English, Mathematics), 4) 
Dealing with differences (children with special needs), 5) Excellence and giftedness (getting the best 
from the top 20% of students) and 6) Science and technology ( increasing attractiveness of beta 
profiles). To get the best out of the 20%, potentially, best students is necessary if the Netherlands want 
to remain part of the international summit. In this context Reis and McCoach (2000) notice that many 
schools work with standardized tests (such as the CITO test in the Netherlands) that only examine 
capacities and assume that motivation is present. For the development of talent, precisely the non-
cognitive factors, such as interest, deserve more attention.  
  The importance of interest was emphasized centuries ago by scholars like Johann Amos 
Comenius (1592 – 1670) and Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712 – 1778). Johann Friedrich Herbart (1776 – 
1841) first wrote an educational theory in which interest played a central role. He suggested that 
interest is not only a condition for learning, but also a learning outcome. His ideas were adopted by 
William James (1842 – 1910) en John Dewey (1859-1952) (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011). In the early 
twentieth century interest was investigated to better understand learning conditions and career choices. 
Because the broad concept of interest was used for rather diverse content, in the middle of the 
twentieth century alternative concepts like attention, curiosity and intrinsic motivation were explored. 
Lately, however, interest was investigated again, firstly because in research into attention, curiosity 
and intrinsic motivation, context specifity of interest is not appropriately addressed and secondly 
because in constructivist thinking viewing an individual in his physical, social and cultural context is 
important (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011).  
  For educationalists and educators interest in general is important for several reasons. Interest 
blends ability and non-cognitive factors to performance (Coleman & Guo, 2013).  In 1926 Catherine 
Cox (as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011) examined the biographical data of 301 important historical 
persons and came to the conclusion that non-cognitive variables such as motivation and perseverance 
were critical for extraordinary performance. Self-confidence and interest are the main characteristics 
of intrinsic motivation in the Self Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 
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2011). In accordance with this Renninger and Wozniak (1985) state that interests both affect attention 
and remembering and with what/whom the child plays. Cauce (1987) and Cole (1991) argue that the 
acquisition of conceptual knowledge in early childhood is an important determinant of the level of 
self-esteem in middle childhood. More knowledge in a domain makes the child more confident about 
learning new information. Consequently research into interest is a direct link between motivational 
research and research into cognitive processing (Tobias, 1994). In correspondence with this, 
Renninger (as cited in Hidi & Renninger, 2006) states that individual interest guides the development 
of the child by profound impact on the processing of information. Furthermore, stability of interest can 
be used by teachers  (Tobias, 1994). It has been proven that people work harder on tasks that relate to 
their interests than on other tasks (Tobias, 1994). Hidi en Harackiewicz (2000) argue that an intense 
interest can provide increasing perseverance. In addition to this, research by Inoue (2007) shows that 
students with high confidence in their abilities only chose difficult tasks if they were interested in the 
subject. Students with a strong interest on the other hand chose the difficult tasks, regardless of their 
self-confidence.  Renninger (2009) states that teachers need to consider the phase of interest their 
students are in: students in earlier phases of interest have more need for guidance than students with 
more developped interests. For the most excellent and gifted students, observation and honoring of 
their passions allows natural acceleration, i.e. to explore topics and issues from (or beyond) regular 
curriculum in greater breadth and depth, in stead of skipping grades, which may cause social problems 
(Cohen, 2011). Children with an intense interest in the conceptual domain often work on a so-called 
Island of Expertise (Coleman & Guo, 2013; Crowley & Jacobs, 2002). The scope of knowledge in an 
Island of Expertise is mostly narrow (Alexander et al., 2008). 
  There is a relatively large body of educational and psychological research into situational 
interest and less into individual interest and expertise, because the generation of situational interest is 
historically regarded as the main role of the teacher (Trend, 2005). Individual Interest and Expertise 
development are mainly studied from adult perspective. Interest and expertise development in children 
are especially studied in the field of talent for sports or music. Learning in these areas should be 
counted as informal, but there is still often a fixed structure in the form of competitions or exams 
(Coté, Baker & Abernethy, 2007). The field of informal expertise development among children in 
other areas, like the conceptual domain, is new and initially requires a comprehensive approach. 
Research in this area has been so far in the form of case studies, which focus on young children (under 
6 years), such as the studies conducted by DeLoache et al. (2007) and Johnson et al. (2004). These 
case studies have contributed to knowledge about the moment an interest arises and how such interest 
is triggered, the duration of an interest, the potential objects of interest, the factors influencing the 
development and maintenance of interest and the way children expand their island of expertise. 
However, that body of research also shows that interest lasts only with 20% of the children (Alexander 
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et al., 2008). The vanishing point is often the moment a child goes to school (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011). 
There are several reasons, why interest would disappear especially in the school period, but there is 
still little known about the factors that make the interest last with 20% of the children. Because interest 
is so strongly associated with motivation, cognition and talent, we have to learn about the factors 
influencing the preservation of interest. This study therefore focuses precisely on teenagers with an 
individual interest in the conceptual domain and related expertise, on the characteristics of their 
interest and expertise and on the processes, through which they develop. Because little to no research 
has been done in this area, the aim of this study is firstly to develop an instrument to trace and measure 
Interest and Expertise among grammar school students, secondly to describe the incidence of intense 
individual interests in the conceptual domain and related expertise in adolescents and their 
characteristics and thirdly to explore the processes of Interest en Expertise. The two following 
paragraphs will discuss the variables of Interest and Expertise and the definitions of these variables as 
used in this study. 
1.2. Interest 
Most authors define interest as a multidimensional construct with both cognitive and emotional 
categories. Rennie and Punch and Steinkamp and Maehr (as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011) authors 
characterize interest as an affective variable. It is agreed that interest is not the same as having fun 
while learning. Other concepts beside interest can after all cause fun. What sets interest apart from 
other motivational concepts is that it is context specific (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011). The definition of 
Fink (as cited in Johnson, Alexander, Spencer, Leibham & Neitzel, 2004) is still accurate: interests are 
relationships between certain individuals and objects, object domains, events or topics that are 
particularly meaningful to the individual. Authors disagree about the relationship between attitude and 
interest. Schreiner and Schreiner and Sjøberg (as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011) use these terms as 
synonyms, while others, e.g. Osborne et al. (as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011) define interest as a 
specific type of an attitude, or value. However, Gardner (as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011) states that 
an attitude is based on non-personal evaluation viewpoints, while interest is based on a subjective 
value which is connected to knowledge on a topic. One can for example disapprove of racism 
(attitude), but may well want to know everything about it (interest). Recent theories describe interest 
mainly as a phenomenon that results from the interaction of an individual with his environment (Krapp 
& Prenzel, 2011). This assumption is the starting point for the person-object theory of interest (Krapp, 
2002).  
  An important distinction is that between situational and personal interests. Some things just 
capture the interest of almost all children (situational interest), while other interests  are more 
idiosyncratic and permanent (personal interest) (Johnson, Scott & Mervis, 2004). For example: in the 
nineties almost all boys had an interest in dinosaurs that was caused by the movie Jurassic Park 
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(situational interest), but this interest became more idiosyncratic and permanent for only a few of them 
(personal interest).  Situational interests are relatively easily triggered by environmental factors, but 
they are also transient (Hidi, 1990). Individual interests comprise a more prolonged focus (Renninger, 
as cited in Hid & Renninger, 2006). Hidi en Anderson (as cited in Hidi & Renninger, 2006) argue that 
situational interests often act as a catalyst for individual interests. A distinction exists between regular 
and intense interests. To be called intense the following characteristics of interest are required 
(DeLoache, Simcock, & Macari, 2007): 1) the interest lasts relatively long (Coleman & Guo (2013) 
attach to this the duration of at least 12 months), 2) it is visible in a variety of contexts, 3) it is directed 
to more than one objects / activities in the category of interest and 4) several people outside the 
immediate family circle independently notice it.  
  As already noted, the most distinctive feature of interest is its content specificity. A model that 
describes the areas of knowledge on a very general level is Holland’s RIASEC-typology (as cited in 
Johnson et al., 2004) that compares six personality types (clusters of attitudes, self-beliefs, values and 
interests): Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising and Conventional. A similar broad 
distinction is that of Johnson et al. (2004) that distinguishes five domains of knowledge: 1) the 
conceptual domain (declarative knowledge), 2) the procedural domain (skills, such as playing 
basketball or the piano), 3) the structural domain (building, such as LEGO or puzzles), 4) the creative 
domain (drawing, crafts) and 5) the socio-dramatic domain (role playing). An interest, however, does 
not need to focus on an entire domain, but can also be much narrower and refer to a specific topic, a 
specific context in which a subject is presented, or a specific activity. The focus of this study is on 
interests in the conceptual domain. 
  Travers en Harring (as cited in Krapp, 2002), Gottfredson (as cited in Krapp, 2002) and Todt 
and Schreiber (as cited in Krapp, 2002) show a sequence of interest development. They argue that 
children are interested in all kinds of phenomena up to kindergarten (phase 1). Their natural curiosity 
and the strong will to face new challenges, provide a solid foundation for early learning. At this stage 
interests occur mostly from play. Until high school these interests take form (phase 2): children 
develop tastes and learn about their strengths and weaknesses. Puberty (phase 3) is the critical stage in 
the development of interest: students then clarify their personal goals and ambitions (Krapp & Prenzel, 
2011).  
  A second approach of interest development is based on the aforementioned distinction 
between situational and personal interest. Krapp (2002) has developed an ontogenetic model for 
interest, in which in the first phase a situational interest arises, in the second phase the situational 
interest sinks in and in the third phase interest is individualized and personalized. According to Krapp 
Level 2 and 3 are not only different in time, but also in motivational structure. In addition, Hidi and 
Renninger (2006) distinguish between emerging and advanced personal interest.  Although Krapp 
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(2002) states that no one can reach Level 3 until adolescence, earlier Renninger and Wozniak (1985) 
believed that one can already reach Level 3 in early outset childhood. This broader conclusion 
corresponds to communications by adult experts, who indicated that their individual interests emerged 
early in their lives (Ericsson & Crutcher, as cited in Krapp & Prenzel, 2011).  
  Research by Alexander, Johnson, Leibham and Kelley (2008) shows that about fifty percent of 
normally developing children at least once have an intense interest in the conceptual domain. These 
interests can include ordinary topics, such as vehicles, balls, books, dolls or dinosaurs, but also to tea 
sets, presidents or brooms (DeLoache et al., 2007; Leibham, Alexander, Johnson, Neitzel, Reis-
Henrie, 2005). The interviews DeLoache et al. (2007) have conducted with parents of 177 children, 
show that parents usually cannot indicate a starting point for the intense individual interest in their 
child. Parents who can remember, often point out that the intense interest began while watching a 
video. Children often expressed their interest by exitedly pointing or touching or just by getting 
calmed down while being confronted with the object of their interest. For many of the children the 
object of their interest was also one of their first words. Parents noticed that their child was always 
looking for the object of his interest. The average duration of the interest varied, as the same 
interviews showed, from 6 to 36 months. In this respect no difference was found between early onset 
interests and interests that came up slightly later.  
  DeLoache et al. (2007) argue that interest usually emerges within the child instead of by 
specific behavior of the environment. Research by Johnson et al. (2004) and DeLoache et al. (2007) 
shows that the cognitive capacities of children are strongly related to the manifestation of interests 
within the conceptual domain. Johnson et al. (2004) also suggest that boys six times more likely than 
girls become interested within the conceptual domain. This may have to do with the conclusion that 
boys are better at systemizing and girls better at empathizing (Baron-Cohen, as cited in DeLoache et 
al., 2007). It may also be because parents confront boys more with science than girls (Crowley, 
Callahan, Tenenbaum & Allen, 2001). Finally, it may be that the marketing of science is more aimed 
at boys (Moller & Serbin, 1996). Alexander et al. (2008) note that boys and girls do not differ in 
average duration of an interest or the number of different interests over a period of time. With only 
twenty percent of the children with an intense interest, the interest continues to exist over time 
(Alexander et al., 2008). 
  For the maintainance of interest scientific literature just mentions external factors.  Ryan and 
Deci (as cited in Krapp, 2005) stated that all people have three basic needs (competence, autonomy 
and relatedness) and that the number of need-related experiences have an impact on Interest and 
motivation. Adults try to maintain their interest by joining social networks in their area of interest. 
Children are more dependent on their parents and teachers (Johnson et al. 2004). Research by 
Coleman en Guo (2013) shows that intense interests do not happen in a socio-cultural vacuum. The 
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child is interested in something and the parents accept that. It seems that commitment, time investment 
and family support increase hand in hand. Leibham et al. (2005) have examined home environments of 
and support for four and five year olds to distinguish different types of interest profiles. The 
conclusion of their study is that subtle differences in home environment and parent attitudes exist 
between children holding a conceptual interest and children who do not. Parents of children with long-
term individual interest place more emphasis on academic stimulus and the role of curiosity in 
learning and they offered more material related to the interest. 
  Research by Baker en Scher (2002) shows that parents play an important role in shaping the 
learning environment of their child by selecting learning materials, toys and activities. Their beliefs 
about interest in their child and the resulting interactions with their child are also important.  Research 
by Barron, Kennedy, Martin, Takeuchi and Fithian (2009) shows that parents can take on different 
roles in the expertise development of their child: that of teacher, partner, broker, provider of resources, 
councelor, employer and student. Research by Johnson et al. (2004) shows that consistency and 
structure within the household positively affect the preservation of interests. Opportunities for free 
play and the parents’ focus on education predict the extent of preserving conceptual interests 
according to Johnson et al. (2004), but only if there is also a strong focus on communication. Rathunde 
and Csikszentmihalyi (2005) found that a combination of challenge and support leads to better moods, 
more focus and more undivided interest in adolescents, but that both combinations of high support 
with low challenge and low support with high challenge lead to more scattered and volatile interests. 
Coleman and Guo (2013) find that reward by parents is a factor promoting maintainance for many 
children with an intense interest.  
  Alexander et al. (2008) show that the probability of the occurrence of an interest in the 
conceptual domain is decreasing at the time of starting school and Krapp and Prenzel (2011) add that 
existing individual interests often disappear when a child goes to school and especially when puberty 
hits. A first explanation of this trend can be found in quantity versus quality of interests. When a child 
goes to school the home life of the child mixes with school life. New play facilities for children arise, 
there are more triggers for situational interest and there is less time to spend on individual interest 
(Krapp & Fink, as cited in Krapp, 2002; Johnson, Christie & Yawkey, as cited in Johnson et al., 2004). 
The second explanation assumes that interest mainly depends on the quality of instruction (Eccles et 
al., 1993). Teachers state to find it difficult to find ways to build individual interests into their 
curricula (Klugman, as cited in Johnson, et al., 2004). A third explanation, coming from 
developmental psychology, assumes that students at puberty will focus more on development than 
academic learning (Hofer, Eisenberg, & Reiser, 2010). A fourth explanation assumes that young 
people subject their interests to a critical evaluation and delete from their interest pattern all interests 
that do not fit their self-concept (Travers and Harring, 1978).  
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  In this study interest is considered to be a relationship between a person and an object. Interest 
is defined as a multidimensional construct with both cognitive and emotional categories. The study 
focuses on the personal interest, or the interest that more ideosyncratic and is permanent. The study 
focuses on the intense interest with the criterion of having a duration of at least twelve months. The 
study focuses on interests in the conceptual domain, or the interests that involve the collection of 
declarative knowledge or facts. Much is known about when and which interests arise in young 
children. We are also aware of some the promoting and hindering factors. It is striking that most 
interests disappear when the child goes to school. However, if we assume that interest is critical to 
performance, it is important for education to investigate why those interests do disappear at school and 
how it is that the interests of some children do remain. Therefore, this study focuses on grammar 
school students who still have an intense individual interest in the cognitive domain, the incidence and 
characteristics of such interests and the factors promoting and hindering such interests. 
 
1.3 Expertise 
Ericsson, Krampe and Tesch-Römer (1993) state that you can only speak of expertise in a particular 
domain, when there are tasks to identify, at which experts consistently and consequently are better 
than intermediates or novices. With regard to the definition of children’s expertise in the conceptual 
domain, research by Gobbo and Chi (1986) has shown that the distinction between expert and novice 
is better made based on the organization of knowledge, than based on the age of the child. Expert 
children show enriched semantic networks of interrelated concepts, which are organized hierarchically 
(Johnson et al., 2004).  Expert children also can make use of their knowledge in a more sophisticated 
way because of this different organization of their knowledge (Gobbo & Chi, 1986). It appears that 
more intelligent children can reproduce information more accurately and faster expand their Island of 
Expertise than less intelligent children, and that having expert knowledge accelerates the acquisition of 
new knowledge. These characteristics of expertise apply to both children and adults (Johnson & 
Mervis, 1994). 
  Children with an intense interest spend much time practicing and expanding their Island of 
Expertise (Coleman & Guo, 2013). According to Ericsson et al. (1993) it takes 10.000 hours of 
deliberate practice to become an expert in a large domain. The development of expertise proceeds in 
stages. Research by Murphy and Medin (1985) shows that there is always an increase of knowledge, to 
the point where people need to qualitatively restructure that knowledge to make it correspond with 
their theories about the world.  Carey (as cited in Johnson, Mervis and Boster, 1992) states that in 
knowledge about people or animals for example a change occurs from the psychological model (in 
which knowledge is organized morphologically) to the biological model (in which knowledge is 
organized taxonomically). Research by Johnson et al. (1992) shows  a transition phase, in which the 
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child already knows taxonomies, but does not yes use them. According to Johnson et al. (1992), the 
transition period would be around the age of ten: for example, children of ten already know that people 
are biologically mammals, but in problem solving they still prefer the psychological image that man is 
not an animal at all. Research into the development of knowlegde about shorebirds by Johnson and 
Mervis (1994) shows that children first remember appearance, then behavioral characteristics and 
finally names.  
  In relation to different stages in the development of expertise it is important to know how 
children proceed from one stage to another and how children develop their expertise. Although in most 
research into giftedness, the definition of giftedness does not include learning processes, there is often 
the implicit assumption that people with higher intelligence automatically prefer Self Regulated 
Learning (SRL) and that they are also better in this. Sontag, Stoeger and Harder (2012) had 368 fourth 
graders fill out Ravens intelligence test and a questionnaire about SRL, but found that highly 
intelligent children do not necessarily have a preference for SRL.  
  One of the learning strategies that children use to create their Island of Expertise is asking 
(Chouinard, Harris, & Maratsos, as cited in Alexander et al., 2008). Conversations between parents 
and their children offer a mechanism to collect and integrate information chunks and building theories.    
  This study assumes that Expertise is to know more than a peer, to be able to do more than a 
peer and to organize knowledge in another way than a peer. This study focuses on characteristics of 
Expertise (related to intense individual interests in the conceptual domain) in grammar school students 
and the way grammar students learn.   
2. Research questions 
 
The development of Interest and Expertise in young children is schematized in Figure 1, based on the 
suggestion that Interest affects the development of Expertise (paragraph 1.1), the stages of Interest in 
young children and their characteristics (paragraph 1.2) and the definition and development of 
Expertise (paragraph 1.3).  
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 Figure 1. Schematic of the development of Interest and Expertise in young children.   
In trying to fill the gap of knowledge about Interest and Expertise in adolescents, for this study the 
schematic in Figure 1 is used as a starting point to investigate Interest and Expertise in grammar 
school students. The theoratical framework in paragraph 1 and the focus of this study on grammar 
school students lead to the following research questions:   
1. What is the incidence of intense individual conceptual interests and expertise in grammar 
school and how are this incidence and the objects of interest related to personal characteristics?  
2. What is the nature of intense individual conceptual interest and related expertise in 
adolescents?  In which activities and interactions does an interested student engage en what feelings 
doe he or she experience? What kind of knowledge do the students have? 
3.  How is the process of interest and expertise in adolescents? How does interest emerge and 
develop and how does the student expect it to develop? Do Interest and Expertise develop hand in 
hand? What are the factors hindering or promoting this development?  
3. Design 
 
This study is based on an explanatory mixed methods design, at which first quantitative data are 
collected and then qualitative data (Creswell, 2002). First quantitative data are used to describe the 
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incidence of deep conceptual interest among grammar school students in a cross-sectional survey. 
Then qualitative data are used to describe the characteristics of interest and expertise among 
adolescents and their processes in a combination of survey research and grounded theory (Cresswell, 
2002).  
4. Methods 
 
4.1. Participants 
The population consists of grammar school students between the ages of 12 – 19. Of these, there were 
56.000 in the Netherlands in 2002 (6% of all students in secondary education, 25% of all students in 
secondary science education). The target population consists of one unit: one grammar school of 707 
students in the Netherlands.  
There were 3 groups of participants. The first sample that was used to measure the incidence of 
Interest among grammar school students, contained 672 students of the aforementioned grammar 
school. This shows a response rate of 95%. Table 1 contains the descriptives of this first sample.  
Table 1 
Descriptive statistics of sample 1(N = 672) 
Variable  Numbers Percentages Skewness Kurtosis Variance 
Gender Boys 
Girls 
405 
266 
60.3 
39.6 
0.702 -1.536 0.225 
 Missing 1 0.1    
Grade 1st graders 
2
nd
 graders 
3
rd
 graders 
4
th
 graders 
5
th
 graders 
6
th
 graders 
137 
118 
104 
115 
96 
101 
20.4 
17.6 
15.5 
17.1 
14.3 
15.0 
0.122 -1.275 2.990 
 Missing 1 0.1    
Autisticism  Autistic 
non-
autistic 
12  
660 
1.8 
98.2 
7.298 51.409 0.018 
CITO score > 544  441 65.6 1.301 1.074 0.289 
 542 – 544  186 27.7    
 538 – 541 17 2.5    
 < 538 1 0.1    
 Missing 27 4.0    
Performance Good 217 32.3 0.970 -0.783 0.308 
 Average 418 62.2    
 Poor 34 5.1    
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 Missing 3 0.4    
Attitude Good 226 33.6 0.391 -0.951 0.506 
 Average 344 51.2    
 poor 100 14.9    
 Missing 2 0.3    
 
A subsample (see Table 2), that was used to measure Interest and Expertise, was formed by self 
identification: only the students who stated to have an interest that included the collection of facts, 
which they carried out individually and who stated that the interest lasted for more than a year were 
asked to fill out the rest of the questionnaire. 
Table 2 
Descriptive statistics of sample 2 (N=107) 
Variable  Numbers Percentages Skewness Kurtosis Variance 
Gender Boys 
girls 
71 
36 
66.4 
33.6 
0.702 -1.536 0.225 
Grade 1st graders 
2
nd
 graders 
3
rd
 graders 
4
th
 graders 
5
th
 graders 
6
th
 graders 
21 
11 
17 
21 
14 
23 
19.6 
10.3 
15.9 
19.6 
13.1 
21.5 
-0.114 -1.283 3.203 
Autistic  Autistic 
non-autistic 
3  
104 
2.8 
97.2 
5.800 32.238 0.028 
CITO score > 544 81 75.7 2.076 3.652 0.238 
 542 – 544 17 15.9    
 538 – 541 3 2.8    
 Missing 6 5.6    
Performance Good 42 39.3 0.970 -0.783 0.308 
 Average 60 56.1    
 Poor 4 3.7    
 Missing 1 0.9    
Attitude Good 43 40.2 0.391 -0.951 0.506 
 Average 47 43.9    
 poor 17 15.9    
 
The third sample, which was used in the qualitative part of the study to describe the processes of 
Interest and Expertise, was a sub-sample of the second sample.  With nonprobability sampling a 
sample of 30 studentes was taken from the  students with intense individual interest in the conceptual 
domain. In selecting students for the qualitative part of the study we strove for a good reflection of the 
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students with intense individual interest in the conceptual domain based on the quantitative data. Aim 
was to have an equal ratio of boys and girls and of ages and to have a representative selection of 
objects (maximal variation sampling). Then the students with the highest total scores on Interest and 
Expertise were selected. Of those 30 people 29 would like to participate in the qualitative phase of the 
study. The response rate is 97%. Many students said they liked the fact that they were invited to talk to 
a teacher about their own interests instead of school matters. One student did not participate because 
he did not understand the use of  the research. See Table 3 for the sample for the qualitative part of the 
study.   
 
Table 3 
Third sample (N = 29) 
 
Variable  Numbers Percentages Skewness Kurtosis Variance 
Gender Boys 
girls 
19 
10 
65.5 
34.5 
.689 -1.644 .234 
Grade 1st graders 
2
nd
 graders 
3
rd
 graders 
4
th
 graders 
5
th
 graders 
6
th
 graders 
5 
3 
5 
6 
4 
6 
17.2 
10.3 
17.2 
20.7 
13.8 
20.7 
-.150 -1.190 3.091 
Autistic  Autistic 
non-autistic 
1  
28 
3.4 
96.6 
5.385 29.000 .034 
CITO Vwo 23 79.3 1.775 1.234 .152 
 Havo/vwo 5 17.2    
Performance Good 14 48.3 0.582 -.493 .394 
 Average 13 44.8    
 Poor 2 6.9    
Attitude Good 12 41.4 .349 -.556 .377 
 Average 15 51.7    
 poor 2 6.9    
 
4.2.  Materials 
For the quantitative part of the study a questionnaire was developped, by which the following 
variables are measured (see Appendix 1): intense conceptual interest, expertise, object of the interest 
and expertise, age, gender, scholastic abilities (operationalized as: CITO score) and self-indicated 
school performance. The questionnaire for this study consisted of three parts.  
              Part 1 collects descriptive information of the sample and consists of seven questions 
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concerning name, date of birth, class, gender, CITO score, school performance and Pleasure of the 
respondents.  
             Part 2 identifies the students with an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain, by 
asking six questions, which should show whether the student has a conceptual interest (i.e. whether the 
student collects facts), whether the student at least partly performs this hobby individually 
(individuality of hobby), how long the hobby has lasted (in order to determinate intensity), and if the 
hobby is linked to a collection. These six questions are all questions to which a student can only 
answer yes or no, for example: “Do you carry out this interest at least partly individually?”. In this 
second part of the questionnaire the student also gives a brief description of his interest.  
            Part 3 consists of 33 items that measure the interest and expertise of the students. Interest is 
operationalized as the extent to which the participant is interested in his object. Interest is not 
measured directly, but by measuring different variables related to Interest, such as Pleasure, the 
personal value of a topic, activities related to the topic, a future-oriented motivation to learn about the 
topic or hopes for a future career in the topic. Expertise is operationalized as the extent to which a 
participant is an expert in the object of his interest. Here we look at what and how much the students 
know, how they can apply the knowledge, in which networks they operate and what role they play in 
those networks. An example of an item in the third part of the questionnaire is: “Engaging in this 
hobby / interest puts me in a good mood.” The answer to this item can be given on a five-point scale, 
ranging from a score of 1 (not at all true) to 5 (completely true). On items 1, 4, 7, 9, and 25 all scores 
are inversed.  
           The complete questionnaire was tried out through one-on-one evaluation with a first grader, a 
second grader, a third grader, a fourth grader, a fifth grader, a sixth grader and a teacher.  This 
evaluation led to replacement of some words by a more understandable synonym (1: raken aan, 18: 
specialistische discussies, 20: waarde gehecht, 32: aangesloten bij). In addition to that a missing scale 
was added to one item, some examples of conceptual interests were added to part 2 of the 
questionnaire, the wording ‘the topic’ is replaced by ‘your hobby / interest’, a question concerning the 
number of failing grades was deleted, because so early in the school year too few grades had been 
given.  
          After collecting the data the factorability of the 33 items of the third part of the questionnaire 
was examined, from which the missing values were deleted listwise. Several well-recognised criteria 
for the factorability of a correlation were used.  Firstly, 32 of the 33 items (except for item 1) 
correlated at least .3 with at least one other item, suggesting reasonable factorability.  Secondly, the 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .756, above the recommended value of .6, 
and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (2 (528) = 1121.283, p < .000), which indicates that a 
factor analysis may be useful with the data. The diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix were all 
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over .5 except for items 1 and 25. Finally, the communalities were all above .3 (see Table 5), further 
confirming that each item shared some common variance with other items.  Given these overall 
indicators, factor analysis was conducted with all 33 items. 
             Principle components analysis was used because the primary purpose was to identify and 
compute composite scores for the factors underlying the items of the questionnaire. Eleven factors 
with an eigen value of above 1 were generated. The initial eigen values showed that the first factor 
explained 25% of the variance, the second factor 8% of the variance, the third factor 7% of the 
variance, the fourth factor 6% of the variance, the fifth factor 5% of the variance, and the sixth factor 
4% of the variance. The seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh factors had Eigen values of just over 
1, each factor explaining less than 4% of the variance.  
             Factor solutions were examined, using varimax rotations of the factor loading matrix.  A six 
factor solution, which explained 55% of the variance, was preferred, because the six factors all consist 
of 3 items or more, because of the ‘leveling off’ of eigen values on the scree plot after six factors and 
because of difficulty of interpreting the seventh factor and subsequent factors.  A total of eight items 
(1, 4, 5, 7, 18, 25, 32 and 33) were eliminated because they did not contribute to a simple factor 
structure and failed to meet a minimum criterion of having a primary factor loading of .4 or above. 
Internal consistency for each of the scales was examined using Cronbach’s alpha. Another two items 
(26 and 27) were eliminated in order to increase Cronbach’s Alpha’s or in order to facilitate 
interpreting a factor. The final alphas were moderate. The factor loading matrix for the final solution is 
presented in Table 4.  
 
Table 4 
Factor loadings and communalities based on a principle components analysis with varimax rotation 
for 23 items from the questionnaire (N = 107) 
 Interest   Exptertise  
 Plea-sure Value Drive Amount 
of know-
ledge 
Inter-
actions 
Perfor-
mance 
level 
Cronbach’s alpha (α) .745 .796 .599 .824 .730 .720 
2. Looking forward to get to work .588      
3. Puts me in a good mood .807      
6. Great personal importance  .781     
8. Much to do with the person I want to be   .569    
9. Less important than other hobbies  .661     
10. More important than other hobbies  .669     
11. Would be more occupied with this interest .638      
12. Would like to know more   .756    
13. Would like to understand better   .818    
14. Know much    .568   
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15. Informed about latest news     .576  
16. Able to apply knowledge in adjacent areas     .409  
17. Capable of conducting high-level 
discussions 
   .419   
19. People rely on my words    .840   
20. I can tell much    .768   
21. I know more than classmates    .722   
22. I make few mistakes      .651 
23. Improve weaknesses systematically      .533 
24. Able to solve most problems      .690 
28. High work pace      .748 
29. Contact with young people     .829  
30. Contact with adults     .600  
31. Contact with collectors and / or 
connoisseurs 
    .709  
 
Composite scores were created for each of the six factors, based on the mean of the items that had 
their primary loadings on each factor. Higher scores indicated more knowledge, more eagerness to 
invest time, more up to date knowledge, a higher Performance Level, a stronger Drive, or a higher 
assigned value.  
  The questionnaire for this study was developped by building upon two existing questionnaires: 
SIQ (Krapp, Schiefele, Wild & Winteler, 1993) and the expertise and employability questionnaire 
(Van der Heijden, 2000; Van der Heijde & Van Der Heijden, 2006) and some extra questions about 
interactions with others were added (items 29, 30, 31, 32). Both questionnaires have been selected 
because of matching content and scientifically underpinned quality. About the psychometric quality of 
SIQ, Krapp et al. (1993) concluded that the Likert scales only measure one factor. Because the 
instrument was originally designed to measure Interest in a particular school subject, some questions 
have been reworded to reflect intense individual interest in the conceptual domain. The negatively 
worded items were also negatively worded in the original instrument. The questions about Interest 
based on SIQ were compared with the questions about Personal Interest in another good instrument by 
Linnenbrink-Garcia et al. (2010) and it appeared the questions were practically identical. 
  There seems to be no existing instrument to measure expertise of children. However, there is a 
questionnaire about professional expertise (Van der Heijden, 2000). In this, expertise is divided into 
five dimensions: knowledge, meta-cognitive knowledge, skill requirement, social recognition, growth 
and flexibility. The Employability questionnaire (Van der Heijde & Van Der Heijden, 2006) was 
based on the aforementioned questionnaire of Van der Heijden (2000). In the Employability 
questionnaire, exmployability is approximated by measuring five adjacent concepts, namely: 
occupational expertise, anticipation and optimization, personal flexibility, corporate sense en balance. 
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About the psychometric quality of the instruments of Van der Heijden (2000) and Van der Heijde & 
Van Der Heijden (2006) one could conclude that the Likert scales of both questionnaires do measure a 
variety of factors, reporting Cronbach’s alphas between .78 and .90. Since both questionnaires are 
specifically focused on the performance of employees in a company, not all items are suited for 
measuring Expertise of children in the object of their Interest. Quite a few items of the knowledge 
dimension and the skills dimension were suited for asking children about their expertise. In the meta 
cognitive dimension, the social recognition dimension and the growth and flexibility dimension, 
however, most items only fit adults in their working environment. The items used in the questionnaire 
for this study have been reworded to reflect on adolescent expertise. Table 5 shows the items of the 
questionnaire for this study with their original sources 
 
Table 5 
The items in the questionnaire for this study and their sources 
Number of item in the 
questionnaire for the 
current study 
Original source Original factor Original α 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
12, 13, 14 
SIQ (Krapp et al., 
1993) 
This questionnaire 
measured only one factor  
.90 (27 items)
1 
    
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 Professional expertise  Knowledge dimension .83 (17 items) 
22, 24, 25, 26, 28 (Van der Heijden,  Skills dimension .84 (12 items) 
27 2000) Meta cognitive dimension .86 (15 items) 
21, 33  Social recognition .83 (15 items) 
16, 23  Growth and flexibility .87 (19 items) 
    
29, 30, 31, 32 Added especially for 
this study 
Interactions  
 
This structure does not entirely match the original factor structures, in line with SIQ (Krapp et al., 
1993) and Professional expertise (Van der Heijden, 2000), but the Interest items and Expertise Items 
stayed together. Table 6 gives an overview of the expected and actual factors.  
Table 6 
Expected and actual factors 
Source Factor Expected in factor Actual items of 
factor 
SIQ (Krapp et al.,  Emotional values 1 a, 2, 3, 4 a, 5 a 2, 3, 11 a 
1993) Personal values 6, 7 a, 8 a, 9, 10 6, 9, 10 
 Intrinsic oriëntation 11 a, 12, 13, 14 8 a, 12, 13 
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Professional  Knowledge dimension 14, 15 a, 16 a, 17, 18 a, 19, 20 14, 17, 19, 20, 21 a 
expertise (Van der  Skills dimension 22, 24, 25 a, 26 a, 28 22, 23 a, 24, 28 
Heijden, 2000) Meta cognitive dimension 27  
 Social recognition 21 a, 33  
 Growth and flexibility 16, 23  
    
Added especially 
for this study 
Interactions  29, 30, 31, 32 15a, 16 a, 29, 30, 
31 
Note. 
a
 = Item does not behave as might be expected 
In the qualitative phase the processes of interest and expertise were inventoried through qualitative 
mailed questionnaires, because they are less time consuming.  The questionnaires consist of mostly 
open questions, so that participants have the space to bring their experiences into words. In the 
qualitative questionnaires (see Appendix 6) focus was on the emergence of the interest, the 
development of the interest, and role of  interactions with others in the maintenance of loss of the 
interest. Research by Coleman and Guo (2013) reveals that children their families can very well 
recount what it is like to have an intense interest. They thus validate this line of research, which 
through interviews pictures the processes of interest and expertise. The guideline for the mailed 
questionnaires in this study resembles that of  the interviews by Coleman and Guo (2013).  
4.3. Procedure 
To carry out this study, permission of the school and of the students’ parents was needed. Consent of 
both the school and the individual participants and their parents was asked in writing, with special 
attention to the purpose of the study, the time investment required of participants, and the way of use 
of data and results. An e-mail was sent to the principal of the school asking for permission to carry out 
this study (see Appendix 2). This permission was granted. The school sent an e-mail to all parents with 
a description of the study. In this e-mail the parents were given the opportunity to deny participation of 
their child (see Appendix 3). No parents denied. The surveys were conducted in digitized form, using 
thesistools.com. Filling out happened during class to reduce nonresponse error, under the supervision 
of a teacher (see Appendix 4 for request and instruction to teachers). All students had individual 
access to a computer. Next to each computer a written instruction was present (see Appendix 5). 
Before filling out the questionnaire the participants were asked for their informed consent. The first 
page was about the purpose of the study and the rights of the participants. By clicking ‘next’ the 
participants agreed to be involved in the study and declared to be aware of their rights (see Appendix 
5). The questionnaire took about 15 minutes to complete. The teacher was to ensure that there was no 
talking while completing the questionnaire and that students did not influence each other while filling 
out the questionnaire. Due to computer problems starting up the questionnaire did not go smoothly 
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(shortly after the summer break the computer accounts of the students did not function well, so that the 
IT administrator had to come to help many students).  The data were analyzed as soon as possible after 
completing the questionnaire, to ensure a smooth follow-up.  
  After assessing the results of the survey, in the qualitative part of the study the students, who 
showed the highest scores on Interest and Expertise, were approached.  The participants were recruited 
through the mail function of Magister (the electronic learning environment of the school). In the email 
the purpose of the study, the procedure and the rights of the participants were repeated (see Appendix 
6). A first reminder was sent to 24 students, a second reminder to 21 students, a third reminder to 14 
students and a final reminder to eight students. The questionnaire was enclosed with every e-mail. The 
students have downloaded the questionnaires (word files) and they have filled them in in a place and 
time convenient for them. Then they saved the completed questionnaires and mailed them back to the 
researcher. The last girl was reminded face to face in the school corridors.  
4.4. Data analysis 
The questionnaire from the quantitative phase of the study was analyzed quantitatively.  This analysis 
was exploratory. Firstly a missing values analysis and a factor analysis were conducted to measure the 
quality of the newly developed questionnaire. After this the focus was on the descriptive statistics. The 
percentage of grammar school students with an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain 
and the average duration of their interests have been investigated exploratory. Next, Pearson’s Chi 
Square was used to check whether certain groups are more likely to have an individual interest in the 
conceptual domain. Is there a difference between boys and girls, between different ages, between 
students with and without an autistic disorder, between students with high and low abilities, between 
students with good and poor Pleasure and between students with good and poor school performance?  
  In order to detect patterns in interest objects, the objects were classified under four categories 
(technology, society, nature, culture), using the same format as is used in the ‘profiles’ (combinations 
of school subjects) of Dutch students in grades 4 to 6 of grammar school. Making some arbitrary 
decisions herein was unavoidable. All objects mathematical or technical in nature, were classified 
under technology. All the objects that could be dealt with in the school subjects history, geography and 
civics were classified under society. All objects covered by the school subjects physics, chemistry or 
biology belong to nature. Culture automatically includes all other objects, as well as sports. In objects 
such as trains it has been decisive whether the students’ interest goes out to the operation of a train 
(technique) or simply recognizing the different appearances of ‘brands of trains (culture). A frequency 
distribution was made of the nature of the objects of interest and it was investigated if some subject 
categories are more common in certain groups of students. An initial MANOVA was conducted, 
examining the six Interest and Expertise variables variables as dependent variables, and gender, age, 
object category, autistic disorder, CITO score, school performance, Pleasure, duration of interest and 
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collection as independent variables. Univariate testing had to show further significant associations. A 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess the individual relationships 
between the variables age, cito score, duration of the interest, Amount of Knowledge, Pleasure, 
Interactions, Performance Level, drive and value. A multiple regression analysis was conducted to 
evaluate how well the Interest measures predicted Expertise and vice versa. 
  The students with the highest scores on interest and expertise were selected for the 
questionnaires for phase 2 of the research. The questionnaires from phase 2 were qualitatively 
analyzed by hand.  Each questionnaire was first explored globally and summarized (see Appendix 7). 
Based on this within-case analysis it has been investigated whether each student met the criteria for 
intensity, individuality and conceptuality. Then, the text was divided into segments. These segments 
were provided with colour codes that indicated the subject of the segment. Then the codes were 
reduced to a few key themes. A description of each theme was given and the data were summarized. 
During open coding the researcher constantly switched between the information and the emerging 
categories. Open coding of the qualitative data led to categories and sub categories. An overview of 
categories and subcategories is presented in Appendix 8. Matrices with an overview of case numbers 
per category, as recommended by Huberman and Miles (1983), are also presented in Appendix 8. 
Using cross-case analysis, the differences and similarities between the various cases are examined. 
The larger and smaller themes were layered and connections between the themes were made. During 
axial coding the researcher asked questions about categories and proved her answers with data 
(discriminant sampling). The themes were described. The categories were underlined and sub 
categories were italicized. Then the researcher reflected on the larger meaning of the data. After that 
the overall picture of the process of intense individual interest in the conceptual domain and expertise 
was formed by induction. The researcher validated the theory by comparison with quantitative data 
from this study and by comparison with findings from other research. To ensure the reliability of the 
study, there was also provided for external audit: the supervisor of the study, Els Boshuizen, was 
asked for a thorough review of the study.  
5. Results 
 
5.1. Missing values and descriptives of the six factors underlying Interest and Expertise 
The obtained data for the quantitative part of the study were processed by means of the statistical 
program SPSS. First it was examined if there were missing values in the first part of the questionnaire. 
Some students did not know their CITO-score or did not fill out another question. Those values were 
deleted listwise in the analyses.  
  Of the students, who in the second part of the questionnaire, in which was inventoried which 
students did have an intense indivual interest in the conceptual domain, indicated that they had or had 
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had a hobby that has to do with facts and is carried out at least partially individually, it was - based on 
their own descriptions of their hobby -  further examined whether this was really an individual interest 
in the conceptual domain. It appeared that some students had filled in the questionnaire about hobbies 
like gaming, making music, playing sports, cooking or drawing. Also with such hobbies knowledge 
plays a role, but they are not hobbies that merely revolve around facts, so their hobbies do not count 
for intense individual interest in the conceptual domain and their answers for the third part of the 
questionnaire were excluded from the second sample. After that it was assessed whether there were 
missing values in the third part of the questionnaire. There was one person with more than 10% 
missing values. This person was excluded from the second sample. There were no items with more 
than 10% missing values, so there were no items excluded. The item with the most missing values, 
was statement 7. This was possibly caused by the fact that some students did not understand the Dutch 
translation for ‘I am indifferent towards’.  
   Descriptive statistics for the six factors underlying adolescent Interest and Expertise, as 
measured in the third part of the questionnaire, are presented in Table 7. The skewness and kurtosis 
were well within a tolerable range (-1 till 1) for assuming a normal distribution and examination of the 
histograms suggested that the distributions looked approximately normal. Mostly small correlations 
between the composite scores were found. Moderate correlations exist between Amount of Knowledge 
and Performance Level, between Pleasure and Value, between Interactions and Performance Level and 
between Performance Level and Value. 
 
Table 7 
Descriptive statistics for the six factors (N = 107) 
Variable % of 
vari-
ance 
explai-
ned 
Item
s 
M SD Ske
wnes
s 
Kurt
osis 
α Amou
nt of 
Knowl
edge 
Pleasu
re 
Interac
tions 
Perfor
mance 
Level 
Drive Value 
Amount of Knowledge  24.82 5 19.93 3.71 -0.75 0.37 .824 1  .418  .443  .606  .371  .430 
Pleasure 7.78 3 11.16 2.77 -0.44 -0.59 .745  1  .401  .475  .423  .595
 a 
Interactions 7.13 5 14.69 4.64 -0.11 -0.59 .730   1  .526
 a  .342  .494 
Performance Level 5.84 4 14.22 3.13 -0.26 0.35 .720    1  .361  .572
 a 
Drive 5.38 3 11.11 2.56 -0.17 -0.76 .599     1  .477 
Value 4.14 3 8.02 3.00 0.30 -0.37 .796      1 
 
5.2. The Incidence of Intense Individual Interests and related Expertise in the Conceptual 
Domain  
 
5.2.1. What is the Incidence of Intense Individual Interests in the conceptual domain 
and related Expertise? 
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The first question of the study was about the incidence of an individual interest in the conceptual 
domain. Who had such interest? Of all 671 students who participated, 107 (15,95%) students had or 
had had a clear intense individual interest in the conceptual domain. 
  The duration of the interest of the 107 students ranged from several months to 13 years. If we 
assume that the interest was intense, if it lasted at least one year, 105 (98,1%) students met this 
criterion. The other two students indicated that their interest had started in 2013 and had not ended yet. 
The chance that their interest met our criterion for intensity was fairly large. It was therefore chosen 
not to delete the data of these students. In 14 (13,1%) of the students the interest was no longer 
present.  
 
5.2.2. How are Incidence and objects related to personal characteristics of the  
  students?  
Pearson’s Chi square was applied to having an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain 
related to gender, grade, autistic spectre, CITO-score, Pleasure and school performance. Results are 
presented in Table 8. Only for CITO scores there was a significant difference between the students 
with and without an individual interest (χ2 (3, N = 645) = 9.014, p = . 029). Of the students with an 
individual interest 75.7% of the students was suited for vwo (grammar school) according to the CITO-
test results and of the students without an individual interest only 65.6%. 
Table 8 
Having an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain related to gender, grade, autistic 
spectre,CITO-score,  Pleasure and school performance 
Variable Chi-square DF P 
Gender 1.914 1 .196  
Grade 8.220 6 .222  
Autistic spectre 0.747 1 .387  
CITO-score 9.014 3 .029* 
Pleasure 3.468 2 .177  
School performance 3.648 2 .161  
Note. * = significant relationship 
Because there was no significant difference between the students with and without an intense 
individual interest in the conceptual domain in having an autistic disorder, it was decided not to 
remove autistic students from the database. 
Table 9 
Object categories (N = 107) (See Appendix 9 for a more extensive table with objects by gender and 
grade) 
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Object category Number Percentage 
Technique 11 9.3 
Society 19 17.8 
Nature 28 26.2 
Culture 50 46.7 
 
The objects of the students’ interest were very diverse. See Table 9 for the object-categories. Pearson’s 
Chi square was applied to see if certain object categories were more common for certain groups. See 
Table 10 for the results. The frequencies for object categories were significantly different for boys and 
girls (χ 2 (3, N = 107) = 5.931, p = .016. It is striking that the category Culture was the most common 
both in the whole population and in boys and girls separately. Within this category, there was a peak in 
the object Fashion for girls and in the object Sports for boys. Next, objects in the category Nature were 
found most interesting by both boys and girls. Within this category, boys were clearly more interested 
in physics, astronomy and chemistry, while girls were more interested in biology. Objects that fall 
within the Society category came pretty evenly to boys and girls in percentage terms. Technique was 
the least popular in both sexes. Not a single girl had an interest that falls within this area.  
  The frequencies were also significantly different for the age groups (χ 2 (15, N = 107) = 
29.031, p = .000.). It did not seem possible to discover a pattern, but it seemed that cultural interests 
were more common in the older students than in the younger. There was no clear relationship between 
autistic spectrum, CITO score, school performance or school attitude and object categories. Of the 107 
Students 24 (22.4%) linked their interest to a collection of some sort, but Pearson’s Chi Square did not 
indicate that some object categories were more suited for collecting than others.  
 
Table 10 
Object domains related to gender, grade, autistic spectre, CITO-score, school performance and 
Pleasure 
Variable Chi-square DF P 
Gender 5.931 3 .016*  
Grade 29.031 15 .016*  
Autistic spectre 3.519 3 .084  
CITO-score 5.023 6 .541 
School performance 3.724 6 .714  
Pleasure 6.956 6 .325  
Note. *= significant relationship 
Eighteen of the 29 students had had no previous deep interest. Of the 11 students who had had a 
previous deep interest, eight students mentioned the objects of their interest. The objects were: 
classical ballet, cars, collecting stones, darts, collecting coins, collecting shells, zebras, badminton, 
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animals, dinosaurs and playing hockey. The objects were as diverse as the current interests of the 
students. Most students named their interest in one word, so the nature of the interests was not always 
clear, but it was likely that not all were conceptual interests. The duration of these previous interests 
varied from ‘short’ till 13 years. When handling the one-year criterion to regard an interest as being 
deep or intense, only the description 'short' did not meet this criterion.  
5.3. The Nature of Intense Individual Interest in the Conceptual Domain in Adolescents, the 
Activities they engage in, the Feelings they experience and the Nature of their Expertise 
 
5.3.1.    Nature of interest 
Although all students met the one year criterion for intensity, not all of their interest seemed to be in 
fact of the greatest importance to the students. For example, Participant #500 wrote about his interest 
in fashion: “It was originally just my work, but it is expected of you that you are going to deepen your 
knowledge of fashion.” Participant #380 wrote about his interest in cabaret: “I doubt my interview is 
very useful to you, since I'm not super in-depth interested in cabaret.” Four students sent emails to the 
researcher after receiving the mailed questionnaire for phase 2 of the study to ask about which interest 
they had to write. Participant #661 wrote: “What I did not quite understand back then and do not 
understand still is that all of the questions were about a particular interest, and I actually have several 
interests / hobbies. So should you pick an interest and then answer all questions about that same 
interest? If so, I do not remember exactly what interest I have chosen in the past questionnaire. Could 
you find that somewhere?" Two other students just filled out the questionnaire for phase 2 about an 
object entirely different from the object they mentioned in the questionnaire for phase 1. Participant 
#178 for example filled out the questionnaire about basketball, while he filled out the questionnaire for 
phase 1 about astronomy.  
  Based on this, one could argue that the interests of students, even if they meet the criterion of 
the minimum duration of one year, may be volatile. They may suddenly disappear and they can also 
coexist with a range of other interests. An interest, which a student saw as his main interest a few 
months earlier, may now receive less priority and be ranked lower on the list of interests. 
 
5.3.2. Activities 
Having an interest came with activities for all students. 25 students build their expertise just by Self 
regulated learning. There were 4 students who learned from lessons of some sort. This kind of learning 
can happen through SRL, but does not necessarily have to.   
Table 11 
Activities coming forth from the interest 
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Activities Number of 
times mentioned 
Subactivities Number of times 
mentioned 
Reading 22 Websites  13 
  Books  11 
  Magazines and newspapers 3 
Watching and 
listening  
18 Movies on the internet  5 
  Documentaries / discovery 
channel / the news 
1 
  Shows / movies /  
Matches and races / music 
8 
Visit 18 Look and buy  5 
  Live action  8 
  Just look 8 
Collecting  6   
Do and create 14   
Interactions 14 Individual setting  7 
  Online 5 
  Organized setting  9 
 
A large part of all activities consisted of reading. Most students read on the Internet.  Fewer students 
still read on paper: books, magazines and newspapers. Participant #104 wrote: "I read all the history 
books I can get my hands on. It does not matter if they are intended for adults or if they have 2000 
pages." 
  Another common activity was watching and listening. Many students watched and listened to 
primary sources: movies and TV series, concerts and performances, and sporting events. When it 
comes to background information on the subject, five students watched videos on the internet. 
Participant #333 wrote: "I regularly watch youtube videos about many different types of puzzles, so I 
know what I want and what I can not buy because of the quality better." Three students watched 
documentaries. Only one student followed the news. 
  A third type of activity was visiting. Some students visited places where they could watch and 
buy, such as fairs, flea markets and shops. Other students attended events where they watched live 
action from a stand, such as concerts, performances, lectures and games. Participant #404 wrote: "I 
also visit trade shows and flea markets. Also concerts of (large) artists or bands I visit. For that I go 
abroad if necessary." Other students visited displays in museums or extraordinary locations. 
Participant #633 did not go somewhere special to visit, but when she saw something beautiful, she 
always took a quick photo.  
  An activity that occured only six times was collecting. Particpant #564 wrote: “"I collect 
DVD's of good movies (this may sound weird, but remember that hardly anybody buys DVDs 
anymore)." Another activity was to do or create something yourself. Doing or creating was mentioned 
15 times. Participant #263 wrote: "I regularly build roller coasters at home with a complicated 
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computer programme and sometimes with simple games like RTC. (...) I also play with Knex: this is a 
construction toy, playing with which you can build roller coasters. However, Knex has many limits 
and I have not played with it for quite a while." This type of activity was of a less conceptual nature 
than the other activities mentioned above, although the distinction between a conceptual interest and a 
skill is often vague.  
  A final activity was getting in contact with others about the interest. Seventeen students did 
have contacts that arose from their interest to greater or lesser extent. Seven students had incidentally 
met their contacts. The others met their contacts at school. Five students had met their contacts online. 
That may have been on forums, on tumblr, on a fanaccount or during online gaming. Nine students 
had come to know their contacts in organized circumstances. Participant #429 wrote: "In my term at 
the youth water authority, there was a number of mandatory activities, namely: meetings 
approximately once a month. A meeting could take place anywhere in the Netherlands, for example at 
the water authority in Friesland, whereto we would travel by train all by ourselves. Sometimes we had 
to stay in a hotel, which was always very nice, especially because you were there with people who 
were generally older than yourself, but no older than 19, and who shared your interest. (…)" Seven 
students had contacts whom they talked to mostly or even just about the object of their interest. The 
others talked about anything and everything. Some students also engaged in other activities with those 
contacts besides talking. Those activities often had to do with the interest. However, four students also 
indicated to do things with their contacts that were not related to the interest: go out, grab a drink, go 
out to dinner, do something fun. Twelve students did not have contacts arising from the interest. Of 
those twelve, five had contacts with whom they did share the interest, but that did not come forth from 
the interest. Two others would have liked to have this kind of contacts.  
  Most interested students also taught others. Participant #482 wrote: "In addition to refereeing 
myself, I also try to help others, (mostly) girlfriends. They often find refereeing scary and do not quite 
know what to do. During the break or after the game, I give them some advice." Only four students 
wrote never to teach anything (to which Participant #488 adds that he does sometimes repair motors 
for friends) and two students hardly ever taught anything to others, because, according to them, others 
are not interested in their subjects. Three students sometimes taught others. Four  students 
demonstrated some restraint in teaching: they did not want to impose their interest on others. 
Participant #641 wrote: "Only when someone asks about something. I hate to impose my hobby on 
others and I do not find it difficult to be interested in other things." Three students got questions about 
their interest and four especially taught technical skills to others.  
5.3.3. Feelings 
One student had no particular feeling while being busy with his interest. One student did not 
experience any 'own' emotion while engaging in his interest, but het let his emotions be determined by 
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the movie he was watching. When the other students were engaged in their interest, they expecienced 
all kinds of things. Most students did not experience different stages of feelings, but described their 
emotions with just one or a few words.  
  They used a lot of positive terms. Many students used words that reflected a more stormy joy, 
like enthusiastic or happy. They also used words that demonstrated a great relaxation, like relaxed 
carefree or quiet. Some students used words that demonstrated a strong drive, like active or studious. 
Six students indicated not being able to finish their engagement or to keep thinking about the object of 
their interest. At the end, some students felt tired, saturated or proud. Others were annoyed that it was 
over. Six times, a negative wording was used, like sad, frustrated or guilty. Although wordings of this 
kind initially sound negative, these wordings also reflected drive. Participant #633 wrote: “I'm quite a 
perfectionist, so when I place an image, it must exactly match the rest [of the webpage], everything 
has to look good and every letter must be on the right line, etc. It is sometimes quite frustrating, but 
when a blogpost is finished, I am really satisfied."All the used words and their frequencies are 
presented in a wordcloud in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2. Feelings and their frequencies visualized in a wordcloud.  
Some students reflected on their feelings and also indicated how their emotions developed from 
beginning to end of their activity. All mentioned developments of emotions are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The development of emotions of interest in the very short term (during engagement with an 
interest). 
5.3.4. The nature of Expertise 
Students knew different things about their interest and they were also able to do different things. In the 
questionnaires students were asked what those things were. Students often only told either what they 
knew or what they could do. It can be assumed that most students knew more and could do more than 
they indicated in the questionnaires.  
  Most students did not (entirely) meet the criterion for pure conceptuality, because they 
roughly mentioned two kinds of knowledge. First, there was procedural knowledge: they knew how 
something works or how to do something. With that knowledge, they often could carry out or explain 
something. Second, there was declarative knowledge: they knew the facts and phenomena. With that 
knowledge, they often could tell, recognize and name things. Almost all pupils mentioned both 
declarative and procedural knowledge. Participant #633 wrote: "I have gained a reasonable knowledge 
of designers or cities. Also, when it comes to blogging, I could create a functioning webpage, using 
HTML codes and that sort of tricks. I know where to look for information or inspiration." Three 
students only mentioned procedural knowledge. Participant #488 wrote: "With this knowledge, I could 
repair almost all old cars. I do not have a garage with tools and spare parts, but theoretically I know 
exactly what to do." There were six students who mentioned only declarative knowledge. Al of their 
interests were in the categories of Culture and Society. It was remarkable that five students answered 
“not much” on what they could do with the knowledge. These seemed to be mainly those students who 
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had an interest in an object not related to any school subject (for example gaming, music, Harry Potter 
or tv series). Participant #661 wrote: "I know a lot about the world of Harry Potter, but other than that 
I like to tell people who like to listen about it, this knowledge is not of much use." Those five 
students aside, five others did not consider themselves experts. Participant #633 wrote: "I have not 
gained enough knowledge to call myself an expert, but (…)" Just as the nature of many adolescent 
interests seemed to be volatile, their expertise sometimes seemed to consist of broad knowledge 
instead of a real Island of Expertise.  
5.4. The Processes of Interest and Expertise  
 
5.4.1. Ermergence and Development of Interest and Expertise 
Four students did not remember the starting point of their interest or believed that their interest had 
always been there. The vast majority of the interests had started with a positive experience. Most of 
these experiences were sensory experiences. Most of those experiences took place in or around the 
home and seemed to have been more or less incidental. Participant #404 wrote: "[I became interested], 
when I played an LP for the first time." Some of those experiences the students had during a trip. 
Some students do not mention a sensory experience, but getting a gift as a starting point of their 
interest. Six interests started from a negative experience or problem. Participant #641 wrote: "When I 
was little, my father red the Tolkien books to me. When I heard in 2001 the Lord of the Rings movie 
came out and that my father went to see it with his brothers, I was furious. (…) I decided not to miss 
out on any action movie anymore." Some students mentioned a person to whom they (at least partly) 
owed their interest. In almost all cases, this concerned a family member. Participant #488 wrote: "I 
have visited many car shows. This actually started because of my father. He often took me with him. 
Now we still often visit foreign countries together." One student mentioned a school activity as a 
starting point.  
  A development of interest is to be expected. For one student the interest remained the same 
over the years. Most students indicated that their interest had increased. About their current interest, 
most students (16) thought it would last for a long time. Some students hoped (less strongly than 
think) that they would keep the interest. Some students thought that their interest would (almost) 
disappear. Many students had ambitions that had to do with their interest. Some students purely talked 
about expanding their collection, activities or skills (6). However, they generally linked their 
aspirations to school, studies or job (13). Participant #641 wrote: "I hope to learn more about editing 
and cinematography in the near future, but there are no college courses about that particular subject. I 
could go to Film school in Amsterdam (...) My dream scenario is ending up in the American film 
industry." Some students explicitly mentioned that they just did not want to make their profession out 
of their interest (7). Participant #488 wrote: "I do not want to be a mechanic, and that's [the profession] 
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my hobby is most similar to." 
 
5.4.2. Do Interest and Expertise develop hand in hand?  
A multiple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate how well the Interest measures predicted 
Expertise. The predictors were the three Interest factors, while the criterion variable was the total score 
on Expertise. The linear combination of Interest measures was significantly related to the total of 
Expertise and explained approximately 42% of the variance of Expertise total in the sample. To test 
the hypothesis that the level of Expertise is a function of three variables, Pleasure, Value and Drive, a 
hierarchichal multiple regression analysis was performed. The best fitting model for predicting rate of 
Expertise was a linear combination of Value and Pleasure.    
  Another multiple regression analysis was conducted to evaluate how well the Expertise 
measures predicted Interest. The predictors were the three Expertise factors, while the criterion 
variable was the total score on Interest. The linear combination of Expertise measures was 
significantly related to the total of Interest and approximately 41% of the variance of Interest total in 
the sample can be accounted for by the linear combination of Expertise measures. To test the 
hypothesis that the level of Interest is a function of three variables, Amount of Knowledge, 
Interactions and Performance Level, a multiple regression analysis was performed.  The best fitting 
model for predicting rate of Interest was a linear combination of Performance Level and Interactions. 
See Table 12 for the results of the multiple regressions.  
 
Table 12 
The results of the multiple regressions 
Independent Dependent B β R2 F p DF 
Pleasure + Drive + Value Expertise 1.263 .400 .645 24.439 .000 3 
Value + Pleasure Expertise   .846 .248 .632 34.55 .000 2 
Amount of Knowledge + Interactions + 
Performance Level 
Interest   .737 .338 .644 24.296 .000 3 
Performance Level + Interactions Interest   .412 .281 .628 33.797 .000 2 
 
These results were confirmed by qualitative data. When asked for the development of their interest, 
some students also could point out the incentive for their interest. Many students mentioned the 
increase of expertise as an incentive. They mentioned the increase of knowledge itself. Or they 
mentioned activities and experiences through which they gained more knowledge. Participant #316 
wrote: "I was always concerned with how to dress, but in seventh grade of elementary school, I 
decided to write a piece about fashion designers. Since then I started to collect more facts." They also 
mentioned the increase of skills. A larger collection lead to more interest for the collectors. Participant 
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#419 wrote: "[This interest has evolved] because I bought or got more game consoles." Interest and 
Expertise seemed to be mutually influenced and to go hand in hand. 
 
5.4.3. Promoting and Hindering Factors for Short term and Long term Processes of  
   Interest and Expertise 
A MANOVA examined the six Interest and Expertise variables as dependent variables, and gender, 
object category and collection as independent variables. No significant associations were found. 
However, univariate testing showed a few significant associations. There was an association between 
Category and Interactions (F(1,107)=3.527, p=.018). Bonferoni did not report any significant results, 
but LSD indicated that an Interest in Culture provided for more Interactions than an Interest in Society 
(Mean difference = 2.7399, p = .026) and that an Interest in Technique also provided for more 
interactions than an Interest in Society (Mean difference = 4.399, p = . 014).  
  A Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed to assess the individual 
relationships between the variables Age, CITO score, Duration of the interest, Amount of Knowledge, 
Pleasure, Interactions, Performance Level, Drive and Value. See Table 13 for the results.  
 
Table 13 
Correlations of Grade, CITO score,School Performance, Pleasure and Duration of the interest with 
the Interest and Expertise variables 
 
 
There was a weak significant negative correlation between Working attitude and Pleasure, r(107) = -
.235, p =.015., which indicated that the better a students Pleasure was at school, the less pleasure he 
got from engaging in his interest. There was also a weak significant negative correlation between 
Duration and Pleasure, r(104) = -.230, p =.019. This indicated that students with a longer lasting 
interest show less Pleasure. There was also a significant weak negative correlation between CITO-
score and Amount of Knowledge, r(101) = -.227, p = 0.23. This indicated a trade off between CITO-
test scores and knowledge on the object of interest. And there was a significant weak negative 
correlation between School performance and Amount of Knowledge, r(106) = -.280, p = .004. This 
indicated a trade off between students’ achievements at school and knowledge on the object of his 
interest. And there was a significant weak negative correlation between Grade and Performance Level, 
r(107) = -.258, p = .007. The younger a student was, the higher he thought about his Performance 
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Level on his interest. There was also a significant weak negative correlation between Pleasure and 
Performance Level, r(107) = -.254, p = .008. The harder students work in school, the less they achieve 
in their interest.  Multiple Regressions were applied to evaluate which of the correlations mentioned 
above were linear relationships. Only the linear relationships are presented in Table 14.   
 
Table 14 
The results of the multiple regressions 
Independent Dependent B β R F p DF 
Working attitude Pleasure -.952 -.241 .241 5.846 .018 1 
School performance Knowledge -1.908 -.283 .283 8.271 .005 1 
Grade Performance Level -.495 -.277 .277 7.866 .006 1 
 
Besides the interaction of Interest and Expertise, in the qualitative part of the study students mentioned 
only one promoting factor for keeping their interest: social recognition. Participant 482 wrote: "I was 
asked to referee in several (international) tournaments. And then, in such a tournament, I was asked 
whether I wanted to get dispensation to enter the federal refereeing program. I was only 17 and you 
have to be 18 to be allowed to start. (...) I think I do not just really like playing hockey and refereeing, 
but most of all I like the world around it."  
  Firstly, there is the question whether others notice the interest of the interested student. Many 
students (13) were convinced that others noticed their interest. Some students added an explanation. 
Their interests got noticed in conversations or because of their posts in social media. Participant #654 
wrote: "Since I sometimes posts updates on social media [my interest is noticeable to others]. I do not 
start talking about cycling very often. One almost automatically gets into conversations about soccer." 
Other students (10) guessed that their interest was noted, but were less certain of it. It was striking that 
these students did not seem to tell others about their interest, but only acted in a way that may be 
noticeable. Four students thought that their interest was hardly noticed and three students thought that 
nobody even knew about it. Those students stated that they did not talk (that much) about their interest.  
Participant #136 wrote: "[Others do not notice my interest] because I do not talk about it much." When 
an interest is noted, a reaction is to be expected.  
  Most students got mostly positive reactions on their interest. Some students got varying 
responses. Two students had to do with stereotyping.  Particpant #500 wrote: "Sometimes people see 
[selling clothing] as being gay, but those are only a few people." Where it came to the students who 
got diverse responses on their interest, it was striking that only peers seemed to react negatively. 
Participant #622 wrote: "Teachers do appreciate [my interest in language], I think, my family is as 
interested as I am and my friends sometimes get annoyed by my interest. Therefore I tend to restrain 
myself in their company." There were five students who merely mentioned negative reactions. Finally, 
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there were three students who did not receive responses at all. 
  Some students also indicated that their interest had already decreased. The reason for this was 
mainly a lack of time. This was especially caused by school (four students). Without their interest 
decreasing another seven students stated that school stood in the way of their interest by taking too 
much time. Three other students thought that school and their interest got in each other’s way. For 
most of the students school mainly seemed to be a hindering factor because it was time consuming. 
The content of their interest and school did not conflict each other in any case. Five students stated 
that their expertise helped them in school. Participant #380 wrote: "School does little that has to do 
with cabaret, but my knowledge helps me deal with presentations and discussions." On the contrary, 
four students thought that school helped their expertise. Ten students noticed a positive interaction 
between school and their interest / expertise. Participant 624 wrote: "[The subject] biology covers the 
functioning of the brains." For 8 students there was no relationship between the school and their 
interest. Participant #661 wrote: "We do not talk about Harry Potter in class. I would not want that." 
  Another reason for declining interest was the negative experience. Participant #87 wrote: 
"[My interest in horses temporarily decreased] three years ago. I had fallen hard and had my nose 
broken, I was afraid." Another reason for decrease of interest there is boredom or lack of news on the 
subject. Participant #422 wrote: "[My interest] has become increasingly stronger. But halfway through 
the third grade I was slightly less interested, because the chemistry classes were very boring. Then I 
discovered a new Youtube channel about chemistry." Mentioned reasons for the decline of earlier 
interests were: the previous interest got supplanted by current interest(s), the previous interest got 
ousted by school, the previous interest was not really fun anymore and the student had grown up. For 
some students with a previous deep interest, that previous interest still exsisted, but it was just not seen 
as main interest anymore. Participant # 23 said for example: " [The interest has lasted for] 3 years, I 
guess, but I'm still interested in it. What little free time I have, I spend on my other interest, so that's 
why I'm less engaged with that [previous deep interest]." This finding may suggest that interests 
gradually and almost imperceptibly make room for other things and that therefore just the passing of 
time can be added to  a list of factors for the disappearance of an interest. 
6. Conclusions and discussion 
 
6.1. What is the incidence of intense individual conceptual interests  
Of all 671 students who participated, 107 (15,95%) students have or had an interest that shows to 
some degree intensity, individuality, and conceptuality. In the first part of the quantitative 
questionnaire data about age, gender, autistic disorder, abilities (CITO score), school performance and 
school attitude were collected to test if any of those variables had an infuence on the likeliness of 
getting an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain. Pearson’s Chi Square did only show 
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one group of students more likely to have an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain: the 
students who are suited for the VWO according to the CITO-test scores. This finding is in 
correspondence to the findings of Johnson et al. (2004). The percentage of participants with an intense 
individual interest in the conceptual domain does not differ by Gender, Grade, Autisticism, School 
Performance or Work Attitude. In contrast with this finding, Johnson et al. (2004) found that early 
intense interests appears more frequently in boys. This difference could be explained by the fact that 
Johnson et al. studied interests in very young children and this study focuses on adolescents.  
6.2. The nature of intense individual conceptual interest and related expertise in adolescents  
The fact that some students, who do score very high on Interest and Expertise in the quantitative part 
of the study, in the qualitative part either do not know about which one of their interests they have 
completed that quantitative questionnaire or fill out their mailed questionnaire about an entirely 
different interest, shows us something of the volatility of interest in this age group or at least of some 
of its members. It would be interesting to investigate if the home environments of the students with 
volatile and scattered interests are in fact combinations of high support and low challenge or low 
support and high challenge, as Csikszentmihalyi stated in 2005. 
  Qualitative analyses show that interest leads to all kinds of activities. This corresponds to the 
finding of Coleman and Guo (2013) that children with an interest spend much time practicing and 
expanding their islands of expertise. Four students are taking part in some sort of club and all the 
others learn individually. This supports the implicit assumption that children with a conceptual interest 
expand their expertise by Self Regulated Learning (Sontag et al., 2012). Twenty-two students engage 
in reading and looking up, eighteen watch and listen, eighteen visit places and things and six collect. 
Fourteen students also carry out a skill that is related to the interest. Fourteen students engage in 
interactions about the interest. Remarkable is that contacts / interactions are associated with only talk 
and do. In other words: reading, watching and listening, visiting and collecting are performed 
individually or with familiar people. Interactions can be seen as the quantitative variable that is called 
‘Interactions’.  Univariate testing showed an association between Category and Interactions. LSD 
indicates that interests in Culture and Technique provide for more Sharing of knowledge than an 
Interest in Society.  
  One student does not experience a particular emotion while being engaged with his interest 
and another student takes on the emtions of the movie he is watching. Most students however can put 
their feelings into keywords. A few students name the different stages of their feelings.  The positive 
feelings mentioned are divided into happiness, relaxation, and drive. Only five students mention 
negative feelings and also these negative wordings mainly reflect a strong drive. It is remarkable that 
those feelings mainly occur in students, who have to perform in front of others (tension) and who can 
not decide when to quit themselves (annoyance). Those positive feelings (pleasure, relaxation and 
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drive) can be seen as the affective variable approach of Interest. 
  Almost all students report both declarative and procedural knowledge. Based on this, two 
conclusions can be drawn. The first is that their interests are not purely conceptual in nature and 
therefore not comparable to an Island of Expertise, like that of a young child who knows only facts. 
The students’ declarative and procedural knowledge on the other hand only covers a very narrow 
subject, making that knowledge worthy of the label Island of Expertise, according to the definition of 
narrowness that we mostly use on adult Islands of Expertise.  
6.3. The process of interest and expertise and its promoting and hindering factors 
In the qualitative phase attention has been paid to the moment the interest emerged. Four students 
believe that the interest has always been there. For most students however, the interest began with an 
experience: seeing, hearing, or getting. Most of these experiences were positive and incidentally took 
place in and around the home. Some of these experiences took place during a trip. For six students, the 
interest arose from a negative experience or problem. When students mention a person to whom they 
(at least partly) owe the interest, they always mention a family member or someone in the immediate 
area. At the moment of ermergence students experienced feelings of wonder or joy. It is likely that 
those first positive feelings are the triggering of situational interest (Hidi, 1990). That situational 
interest could work as a catalyst for personal interest (Hidi & Anderson, 1992). Students were asked 
about the development of their interest. For one student, the interest remained the same over time. 
Most students indicate that interest has increased. 
  In both the quantitative phase and the qualitative phase attention has been paid to the variables 
Interest and Expertise and their development. A multiple regression analysis showed that the linear 
combination of Interest measures is significantly related to the total of Expertise. However, a 
hierarchical multiple regression analysis indicated that the best fitting model for predicting rate of 
Expertise is a linear combination of Value and Pleasure. Qualitative analyses support this finding. 
When asked about the future of their interest, six pupils say they would like to expand their expertise 
(knowledge, skills or collection) and thirteen students even want to do something with their expertise 
in school, studies or profession. That is how closely interest and expertise are connected.  
  Another multiple regression analysis, however, showed that the linear combination of 
Expertise measures was also significantly related to the total of Interest. Another hierarchical multiple 
regression analysis indicated that the best fitting model for predicting rate of Interest is a linear 
combination of Performance Level and Interactions. It seems Interest predicts Expertise and Expertise 
in its turn predicts Interest. This finding is supported by the qualitative analyses. Students attribute the 
increase of their Interest to an increase in expertise (knowledge, skills or collection) or to reactions of 
others, interactions with others and new contacts. This social factor supports the findings of Johnson et 
al. (2004) and of Coleman and Guo (2013) that the environment is an important factor in the 
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maintainance of interest and the finding of Krapp (2005) that the value of an interest is defined by the 
number of need-related experiences caused by it. Coleman and Guo (2013) also found reward as a 
promotive factor. It is remarkable that none of the thirty students in sample 3 mention reward as a 
promotive factor.  
  In Figure 1 (page 12) the development of Interest and Expertise in young children was 
presented schematically. Based on the nature of adolescent interest, related activities and feelings, the 
nature of expertise and the development of Interest, that picture could be adjusted to present the 
development of Interest and Expertise in adolescents for both the short (Figure 4) and the long term 
(Figure 5).  
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Figure 4. The development of Interest and Expertise in adolescents in the short term. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The development of Interest and Expertise in adolescents in the long term.  
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And what are the hindering factors? Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients also weakly 
indicated and that students with a longer lasting interest show less Pleasure. An explanation could be 
saturation or, as was said in the qualitative questionnaires, growing out of it. Krapp and Prenzel (2011) 
state that puberty is a critical phase for the maintainance of interests, because adolescents in puberty 
clarify their goals and ambitions. Other factors mentioned in the qualitative phase are sports and other 
interests (as also mentioned by Krapp & Fink, 1992), friends, negative experiences or reactions or lack 
of news. School, however, seems to be the main negative factor in the maintainance of Interest. 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients weakly indicated that the better a students attitude is 
at school, the less pleasure he gets from engaging in his interest. Pearson product-moment correlation 
coefficients also weakly indicated that the harder a student works at school, the less he thinks of his 
performance level in his interest. Multiple regressions indicated that this relationship is linear. Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficients weakly indicated that the higher a students achievements at 
school, the less he knows about the object of his interest. Multiple regressions indicated that this 
relationship is also linear. A possible explanation for these correlations is the fact that in high school 
most students have lots of homework. So there is less free time to spend on the interest for the students 
who diligently do their homework. One can expect that by spending more time on homework, school 
performances increase, but in the same time performances in the field of their expertise decrease 
because of less practice. The decrease of pleasure could be explained by guilt (one of the feelings 
mentioned by the students): while a student is occupied with his hobby, he feels guilty because he 
really should devote his time to school. Another explanation for the decrease of Pleasure could be that 
a student has to learn so much facts in school, that a conceptual hobby provides for an overload of 
facts. Qualitative analyses support the negative influence school has on the maintenance of interest. 
When asked for the future of their interest, 19 students think or hope the interest will remain over the 
years. 6 students think that the interest will disappear in college. For some students, the interest 
already (once) decreased by lack of time.  In addition,  another seven students find that school is 
hindering their interest and three students find that school and their interest are in each other’s way.  
  Is school all that bad? Not at all, two pupils are delighted that school provides the space and 
time to engage in their hobbies. Five students indicate that their expertise will help them in school. 
Four others just see that school helps them develop their expertise. Ten students found that school and 
their expertise complement each other. Remarkable is that the negative relationship between the 
interest and school is mainly mentioned by younger students. This may mean that the interests, which 
for many pupils disappear when going to school, largely disappear, because the attention should be 
divided over so many things. It is possible that when the student is older and more able to plan, he is 
also better able to hold on to his existing interests. 
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6.4. Reflection on methods 
 
6.4.1. coverage 
Firstly, it should be noted that the conclusions of this study are not necessarily generalizable to all 
grammar school students in the Netherlands or – even better – to all clever students of secondary 
schools in the world. Although a large sample reduces sampling frame error, the study may be subject 
to coverage error, because students of only one site were included in the sample. In the procedure, 
there were some imperfections: firstly, there were computer problems, so students did not always fill 
out the quantitative questionnaire in silence.  Secondly, it was not possible to have students fill out the 
questionnaire all at once or to isolate the students: students who were later surveyed, were better 
informed.  For example, they knew that the survey was over soon, as ‘no’ was the answer to all the 
questions in the second part of the questionnaire. This had the effect that some students concealed an 
interest, so that they could quickly return to the classroom, or made up an interest, so they did not have 
to return to the classroom.  
6.4.2. Self-percievedness of two variables 
On the measured variables from the first part of the questionnaire, the following should be noted. 
School performance and work attitude are measured by the personal opinions of students about 
themselves. In case of school performance so is decided, because the first graders dit not have grades 
yet, so grades could not be used to measure performance. In the case of work attitude so is decided, 
because it was not within the scope of this study to question others, such as parents or teachers, about 
the attitude of the students. However, it would be interesting to also measure the variable this way. It 
would also be good to expand the study with more items about the student’s personalities and 
personality types and to relate these items to the incidence of Interest. Because the literature shows 
that the environment of the child is also a quite important factor in getting an individual interest, it 
would be useful to learn more about the environment of the student (Crowley & Jacobs, 2002; Hidi 
& Anderson, 1992; Takeuchi & Fithian, 2009). Then there would be more to say about the incidence 
of an individual interest in the conceptual domain, beyond the relationship between school 
performance and having such an interest. 
6.4.3. Self-Identification 
The reliability of the study may have been affected slightly negatively by the use of self-
identification. In second part of the quantitative questionnaire it was determined through self-
identification whether students have an individual interest in the conceptual domain. This was done 
by asking three questions:  
1. Do you have a hobby / interest (had) about which you know / knew a lot of facts?  
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2. Do you at least partly individually carry out this interest?  
3. How long does your interest have lasted?  
  Only the students who answered yes to the first (criterion for conceptuality) and second 
(criterion for individuality) question  and who also indicated their interest lasted at least one year 
(criterion for intensity) and who did not mention skills in their description (counter criterion for 
conceptuality), were considered to have an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain and 
only those 107 students were included in sample 2. Of those 107 students the ones with the highes 
scores on Interest and Expertise combined, were included in sample 3, the sample for the qualitative 
phase. In this final phase of the research they elaborated on their interest and it can be demonstrated 
that even in these last 30 students some students do not meet one or more of the criteria (intensity, 
individuality and conceptuality).  
  Although all students meet the one-year criterion for intensity, not all of their interest seem to 
be in fact of the greatest importance to the students. Thus the criterium of a minimum duration of one 
year for an interest to be intense is not sufficient. As Rathunde and Csikszentmihalyi already stated 
in 1993: “Twelve months were arbitrarily selected to ensure that the participant has been actively 
involved in an area in the face of the many attractions in a child’s life.” There are other, perhaps 
better, ways of measuring intensity. It appears from the literature intensity is more often recognized 
by the environment (parents, family, friends, neighbours, teachers), than by the child itself 
(DeLoache et al., 2007). Within the scope of this study the method of interviewing parents and others 
close to the student was too time consuming. It would also be interesting in a follow-up study not to 
approach intensity as a nominal variable, but to measure it on a ratio scale. This could be done by 
adding items to the quantitative questionnaire. For example: “My 
parents/neighbours/teachers/friends are well aware of my enthusiasm.” As a result, it would be 
possible to also apply correlations and regressions at this variable.  
 Some students do not (entirely) meet the criterion of individuality. Participant #178 plays 
basketball in a team, but watches games on TV by himself; Participant #500 engages in fashion 
mostly at his part-time job; Participant #482 follows referee training with a lot of others, but learns 
rules and watches games by herself; and Participant #429 is a member of the Water Authority, but 
follows the news by herself.   
  Finally some students do not (entirely) meet the criterion for conceptuality. However, all 
interests are at least partly conceptual. But then again, which interest is not?  
  If intensity, individuality, and conceptuality were detected in a different (more effective) way, 
both the second and third sample would have looked different and have been much smaller. 
Depending on how strictly the three criteria would be applied, only 10 to 15 out of the 30 students in 
the third sample really do have (had) a real deep individual interest in the conceptual domain. This is 
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not in correspondence with the findings of Leibham and Kelley (2008), who state that 50% of all 
kids at least once had an intense individual interest in the conceptual domain. An explanation for the 
different results of this study may be found in the fact that not all students remember their previous 
interests or find their previous interests worth mentioning.  
6.4.4. Factorability 
In the third part of the questionnaire, students were given items about Interest and Expertise. The 
structure of the factorial analysis does not quite match the original factor structures, in line with SIQ 
(Krapp et al., 1993) and Professional expertise (Van der Heijden, 2000), but the Interest items and 
Expertise Items stayed together. Ten of the thirty three items of the questionnaire were eliminated. 
Factorial analyses indicated that six distinct factors (Pleasure, Drive, Value, Amount of Knowledge, 
Interactions and Performance Level) are underlying student responses to the items and that these 
factors were moderately internally consistent.  An approximately normal distribution was evident for 
the composite score data in the current study, thus the data are well suited for parametric statistical 
analyses. One factor, Value, is a bit odd. The factor consists of 3 items and of those items two have 
the same content, but one is worded positively and the other one negatively.  
6.4.5. What are Interest and Expertise and what do students’ scores on Interest and  
   Expertise  tell us?  
In the quantitative phase Interest and Expertise were measured. But what do students’ scores on the 
six Interest and Expertise varibles tell us?  Firstly what is interest? Fink (as cited in Johnson et al., 
2004) defines interest as the relationship between an indivual and an object. Students name all 
different things, when they decribe the object of their interest. But how do they decribe the 
relationship between themselves and their object? That relationship is considered by some authors as 
an affective variable, and by some as an attitude (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011). The quantitative 
questionaire measured both the affective part (Pleasure) and the attitude part (Value) and added 
Drive to it. In the qualitative questionnaire, however, only the affective part was examined. It would 
be good to add to that questionnaire also the attitude approach. It appeared from qualitative analyses 
that students feel all kinds of things while being engaged in their interest.  Secondly what is 
Expertise? Ericsson et al. (1993) plainly defined expertise as being better than others. When it comes 
to the conceptual domain, expertise by that definition must be knowing more than others. In the 
quantitative phase three factors are measured: Amount of Knowledge, Performance Level and 
Interactions. In the qualitative phase of the study, the students were asked what they know and what 
they can do with that knowledge. Almost all pupils mention two kinds of knowledge: declarative 
knowledge (what), through which they can tell, recognize and name; and procedural knowledge 
(how), through which they can perform or interpret. 3 students only mention procedural knowledge 
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and 5 students only mention declarative knowledge. Johnson et al. (2005) strictly divided interests in 
5 types: conceptual, procedural, structural, creative and socio-dramatic. This study indicates that 
hardly any student has an interest with related expertise of only one type. Most conceptual interests 
also come with know-how (procedural knowledge) or with the ability to create/build/fix (structural 
or creative knowledge). Vice versa procedural, structural and creative knowledge, also come with 
conceptual knowledge.  
  And then finally, what do the scores tell us? By only questioning the student himself, scores 
tell us how a student sees his own interest and expertise compared to others students. How high a 
student scores on interest and expertise, however, can depend on much more than his actual interest 
and expertise. One student expresses himself more enthusiasticcally than another. In the way of 
expressing oneself a major role is played by age, gender, personality type, mood and habits / 
education. In the same way one student sees his own expertise as greater than the other student. Also 
lots of factors may have an influence herein. To avoid this kind of error others close to the students 
would actually have to fill out questionnaires on their Interest. It would be possible to identify 
Expertise of students by making the students carry out a task (Ericsson et al., 1993). This way you 
could better see how much a student knows, how much a student can do and how he organizes his 
knowledge. Organization of knowledge is seen as an indicator of Expertise next to Amount of 
Knowledge (Gobbo & Chi, 1986). A second problem would, however, occur apart from the time 
investment that such a way of measuring would take: how can you measure the expertise of students 
through a task, when the interests of the students are directed at various topics? A researcher does 
not have enough knowledge to develop a task in identifying species for every single subject. A 
possible task could be enumerating as many facts as possible. Comparing how many facts a student 
can name, easily becomes comparing apples and oranges because of the diversity of subjects.  
6.4.6. The limitations of mailed questionnaires 
The quality of results in the qualitative phase may be affected by the choice for mailed 
questionnaires. Because of this choice, it was not possible for the researcher to dig deeper into some 
of the answers or to clarify any problems in the questions. For example, when asked how students 
describe their interest or hobby, some give a definition of the word interest or hobby, or they tell how 
they feel while being engaged with their hobby, while a specification of their subject was intended. 
The question about what the students know and what they can do with it, is not exhaustively 
answered by anyone. First, many students do not see the dual demand and either tell what they know 
either what they can. Secondly, it is rather difficult to know which students may choose a 
denominator that almost certainly does not cover their whole package of knowledge and skills. The 
question on the organization of knowledge is misunderstood by almost everyone. Many pupils name 
a category for their subject. For example, football belongs to sports. The students who did 
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understand, indicate to organize their knowledge on properties or according to generally applicable 
classifications, such as by genre (music and film), chronologically (history), topographiccaly 
(geography) or by division (soccer).  
6.4.7. Recommendations 
Duplication of the study would certainly be in place after making a few adjustments in the 
quantitative questionnaire. However, in addition to a need for duplication the results also encourage 
to undertake further research. The quantitative research could be extended by measuring extra 
variables and by measuring some existing variables in a different way. Also, much can be added to 
the qualitative study of the processes of interest and expertise. Still little is known about learning and 
information processing of the students with an individual interest. It would also be interesting to 
investigate which reactions, contacts and expertise have the most influence on Interest. It would also 
be interesting to do a longitudinal study and see how many cycles it takes to personalize and 
internalize a situational interest after triggering. Finally, there is need for field trials. School appears 
to be the most negative factor in maintaining interest, while educators would just have to keep and 
use interest. It would be useful to investigate how the regular curriculum could incorporate interests 
and how the school could observe and honor interests. The school that participated in this study 
allows students in lower grades, for example, to 'broaden'.  While ‘broadening’, students are allowed 
to skip classes to work on any chosen project,  to complete a written course or to participate in 
organized extracurricular lessons in, for example, astronomy or sign language. The school is now 
working on the introduction of something similar in the upper grades: students can participate in the 
Honours Programme, in which they work on different research skills by performing a three-year 
project on one topic. This is consistent with natural accelleration instead of skipping grades, as 
mentioned by Cohen (2011).  
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8. Appendices 
 
Appendix 1: Electronic questionnaire Interest in the conceptual domain 
 
Fill out. 
1. Name:        
2. Date of birth:       
3. Grade:        
4. Gender:        
5. CITO test score:       
6. Are your school performances good / average / poor?   
7. Is your school attitude good / average / poor?    
 
Please click yes or no. 
1. Do you have (had) an hobby/interest you know/knew a lot of facts about ?   
   
(For example the universe,a tv series, dinosaurs,movie directors,fashion designers, soccer 
players, politics or horses) 
2. Do/did you at least partly individually carry out this hobby?     
  
3. Is/was this hobby/interest linked to a collection?       
Fill out. 
4. Describe your hobby / interest.  
5. In which year did the hobby/interest start?     
6. In which year did the hobby/interest end?  (If the hobby/interest is your current hobby/interest, 
answer X ) 
 
Below you will find a number of statements that are about your hobby/ interest. Please specify for 
each statement to what extent this is true for you. The answers range from 1 (not at all true) to 5 
(completely true). Please click the number that applies to you. 
 
1. I do / did not like to talk about topics that have to do with this hobby / interest.  
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2. If I am not engaging in this hobby / interest for a while, I always look(ed) forward to start 
again. 
3. Being engaged in this hobby / interest puts me in a good mood.  
4. I’d rather talk about other things than talk about this hobby / interest. 
5. If I am / was in a library or bookstore I look(ed) for books or magazines that have to do with 
my hobby / interest.  
6. It is / was of great personal interest to me to engage in this hobby / interest.  
7. To be honest, I am/was quite indifferent to this hobby / interest.  
8. The subject of my hobby / interest has / had a lot to do with the person that I want(ed) to be.  
9. Compared to other things that are important to me (friends, sports, etc.) this hobby / interest 
is/was of less importance to me.  
10. Engaging in this hobby / interest is / was more important to me than other things.  
11. If I had (had) enough time, I would spend more time on this hobby / interest.  
12. I want(ed) to know more and learn more on the subject of my hobby / interest.  
13. I want(ed) to understand the subject of my hobby / interest better.  
14. I know / knew a lot about the subject of my hobby / interest.  
15. I am / was aware of the latest news on the subject of my hobby / interest.  
16. I think that I have /had knowledge, which I could also apply in new situations.  
17. I am / was able to participate in high-level discussions about my hobby / interest.  
18. I can / could explain in plain language to others about my hobby / interest.  
19. If I say something about the subject of my hobby / interest, people assume(d) that I am/was 
right.  
20. I can/ could tell a lot about the subject of my hobby / interest.  
21. I know more about the subject of my hobby / interest than my classmates.  
22. When I am/was working on my hobby / interest, I make/made very few mistakes.  
23. I'm trying to systematically improve my weaknesses in my hobby / interest. 
24. I can/could colve most problems /issues in the field of my hobby / interest.  
25. If I can/could not solve a problem in the area of my hobby / interest,  I give/gave up.  
26. I can/could work on my hobby / interest quite independently.  
27. I can/could judge who could help me to give me any missing information in the field of my 
hobby / interest.   
28. My work pace in the field of my hobby / interest is/was very high.  
29. I have/had contact with young people who know a lot about the subject of my hobby / interest.  
30. I have/had contact with adults who know a lot about the subject of my hobby / interest.  
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31. I am/was connected to a network of collectors / experts in the field of my hobby / interest. 
(You may be a member of an association, club or forum on the subject of your hobby / 
interest).  
32. I share(d) my knowledge about the topic of my hobby / interest with others.  
33. Others who know much about the subject of my hobby/interests often ask me to explain 
something to them. 
 
Thank you very much for completing the questionnaire.  
Would you like to receive the results of this study, please enter your email address. 
Now click ‘save the results.’ 
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Appendix 2: Permission of the site, june 2013 
 
Dear…,  
 
Next year, I want to complete my Master Education Science by a study on deep conceptual interests in 
our grammar school students (In case this is not clear enough, I add my research proposal. I chose this 
subject because it is of interest both for the academic world and for our plans with ‘School in turn’).  
 
For my research I want to question all students of our school  by an electronic questionnaire (takes 
fifteen minutes) and to invite 56 students for an interview based on the results of the questionnaire. For 
this I would like to get permission from school. If you now ask yourself: why this big a study? My 
supervisor and I were so excited, we have decided to exceed the format of a and to write a publishable 
article.  
 
After I have gotten permission from school, I will have to ask permission from parents. I wanted to do 
the following (if I get permission, would you would then ensure that the text below will be published 
in the next newsletter for parents? When will the next newsletter actually be published, I set the date 
of September 1 for objections from parents?)  
 
"From September to December 2013 teacher Jessie Pelgrim will be doing research at our school on the 
incidence and processes of deep conceptual interests and expertise in grammar school students as part 
of her Master Education Sciences at the Open University of the Netherlands. In everyday Dutch this 
means that she studies how often it occurs in grammar school students that they, for example, are very 
interested in computers, film directors, fashion designers or dinosaurs and know everything about the 
object of their interest and why it is that these kinde of interests continued to exist or not.  
 
For our school this study is of interest in the context of the new national focus on improving the 
quality of the Dutch education system, as formulated in the national program ‘School in turn’. Each 
school can make a choice about the area in which the quality should be improved and our school 
choose to work on Excellence. Getting the best out of the 20%, potentially, best students is required if 
the Netherlands wants to remain part of the international top and to challenge all students. In the 
Netherlands, schools often work with standardized tests (such as the CITO test), by which the 
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capacities are tested and it is assumed that motivation is present. But it is important to also put 
emphasis on the non-cognitive factors (such as motivation and interest) in the development of talent.  
 
For this study all students will be asked during a class to fill out a questionnaire that takes about 
fifteen minutes to complete. After analyzing the questionnaire, about 56 students, who have (had) a 
deep conceptual interest, will be invited to take part in an interview. Do not hesitate to ask questions 
about the study before or during data collection. After completing the study, the results of the study 
will be for your disposal. The name of your child will not be associated with the results of the study in 
any way whatsoever and only the researcher will know the identity of your child. There are no risks or 
discomforts associated with the research. If you want to object to the participation of your child, you 
can by emailing before September 1
st
. " 
 
I hope for your answer!  
 
Greetings and happy holidays,  
 
--- 
 
Dear,  
  
What a comprehensive study. Very nice. You sound like you’re looking forward to it. Working out 56 
interviews is a lot of work. I found 20 a lot.  
  
You have my consent.  
 
I have a small addition in the text. For ‘School in turn’ we focus on excellence not only because of the 
excellent students but in order to improve the results of all students. The most important part of 
‘School in turn’ for us is broadening the curriculum in the 4th, 5th and 6th grade. It's nice to focus on 
broadening and talent and not on just numbers (cognition). Another theme in school is to improve our 
HRM / learning organization. But you do not need to mention that to parents.  
  
Lots of success,  
  
Greetings 
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Appendix 3: Permission of the parents 
 
From September to December 2013 teacher Jessie Pelgrim will be doing research at our school on the 
incidence and processes of deep conceptual interests and expertise in grammar school students as part 
of her Master Education Sciences at the Open University of the Netherlands. In everyday Dutch this 
means that she studies how often it occurs in grammar school students that they, for example, are very 
interested in computers, film directors, fashion designers or dinosaurs and know everything about the 
object of their interest and why it is that these kinde of interests continued to exist or not.  
 
For our school this study is of interest in the context of the new national focus on improving the 
quality of the Dutch education system, as formulated in the national program ‘School in turn’. Each 
school can make a choice about the area in which the quality should be improved and our school 
choose to work on Excellence. Getting the best out of the 20%, potentially, best students is required if 
the Netherlands wants to remain part of the international top and to challenge all students. In the 
Netherlands, schools often work with standardized tests (such as the CITO test), by which the 
capacities are tested and it is assumed that motivation is present. But it is important to also put 
emphasis on the non-cognitive factors (such as motivation and interest) in the development of talent.  
 
For this study all students will be asked during a class to fill out a questionnaire that takes about 
fifteen minutes to complete. After analyzing the questionnaire, about 56 students, who have (had) a 
deep conceptual interest, will be invited to take part in an interview. Do not hesitate to ask questions 
about the study before or during data collection. After completing the study, the results of the study 
will be for your disposal. The name of your child will not be associated with the results of the study in 
any way whatsoever and only the researcher will know the identity of your child. There are no risks or 
discomforts associated with the research. If you want to object to the participation of your child, you 
can by emailing before September 1
st.  
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Appendix 4: Request and instruction to colleagues 
 
Dear colleagues,  
 
As you may have already heard, I'm working on my thesis for my Master of Education Sciences. I 
study interest among our students (do not hesitate to aske for more comprehensive explanation) and 
would like to question all of our students by an electronic questionnaire. I would like to make them 
complet a questionnaire in one of your classes. I hope for your cooperation. Completing the 
questionnaire will take the students about 15 minutes. The only job of the teacher in whose class the 
questionnaire is filled out: surveillance (filling out should be done in silence).  Ideally, filling out will 
happen on Monday 2
nd
  and Tuesday 3
rd
 of September. I have therefore drawn up a schedule. 
Group Date Time 
1a Tue 3 sept 8.30 
1b Tue 3 sept 8.30 
1c Tue 3 sept 8.55 
1d Tue 3 sept 8.55 
1e Mon 2 sept 12.10 
2a Mon 2 sept 15.10 
2b Mon 2 sept 8.30 
2c Mon 2 sept 15.35 
2d Mon 2 sept 15.10 
2e Mon 2 sept 15.35  
3a Mon 2 sept 14.20 
3b Mon 2 sept 14.45 
3c Mon 2 sept 14.20 
3d Mon 2 sept 14.45 
4a Tue 3 sept  9.20 
4b Mon 2 sept 13.30 
4c Tue 3 sept 9.20 
4d Mon 2 sept 13.30 
5a Tue 3 sept 13.30 
5b Tue 3 sept 13.30 
5c Mon 2 sept 9.20 
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5d Mon 2 sept 9.20 
6a Tue 3 sept 11.20 
6b Tue 3 sept 11.20 
6c Tue 3 sept 11.45 
6d Tue 3 sept  11.45 
 
If you are unable to cooperate, please let me know. Then I will come up with a different solution.  
Thank you, 
 
--- 
 
Dear,  
 
Thank you for taking the survey for my thesis in group… Please bring the group to the computer room 
at the requested time. Our intern will be present for technical assistance. I myself will also be present 
as much as possible. 
 
Please tell the students:  
1) they just have to log onto a compyter with their usual username and password  
2) they must then click on the following icon:  
 
 
 
2b) If the icon does not work, or if there is no icon, students should go to 
www.thesistools.com/mevrouwpelgrim  
3) the survey will start automatically  
4) they have to precisely read a question before filling it out 
5) it is of the utmost importance to me that they honestly and seriously fill out the questionnaire 
6) the questionnaires must be completed in silence. 
 
The program filters out two types of students right at the beginning of the questionnaire: those with 
and those without a conceptual interest. The students without conceptual interest will have completed 
the survey after about 1 minute. The students with conceptual interest will need the full 15 minutes.  
Would you therefore tell the students: 
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7) To go back to your classroom after completing the questionnaire 
8) To do something useful 
 
Many thanks and regards,  
 
PS Should something go wrong with the computers, there is also a paper version of the survey. In case 
of emergency, get me. 
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Appendix 5: Instruction to and Informed consent of Participants 
 
 
Dear student,  
 
Go through the following steps:  
1) Turn on your computer (if not already done)  
2) Log in with your usual username and password  
2b) Did you lose your username and password, use:  
username: LL  
password: 123456  
3) Open a browser (Please use Chrome or Firefox. Internet Explorer does not work)  
4) Click on this icon:  
  
4b) In case the icon does not work or in case ther is no icon, go to the following webpage:  
www.thesistools.com/mevrouwpelgrim  
5) A questionnaire will start. First you have to read an introduction text and when you press start at the 
bottom, you can start to fill out the questionnaire.  
6) Click 'send'. You’re done! Thank you for your participation!  
 
--- 
  
The following information is provided to you to help you decide whether you want to participate in 
this study. You are free to decide not to participate and you can jump out at any time without hurting 
your relationship with Mrs. Pelgrim or the school.  
 
The purpose of this study is to explore the incidence and processes of deep conceptual interests and 
expertise among grammar school students a picture. In everyday Dutch, this means that Mrs. Pelgrim 
studies how often to grammar school students are, for example, very interested in computers, film 
directors, fashion designers, dinosaurs or smartphones (all interests count!) and know everything ebout 
their interest.  
 
Data will be collected by the questionnaire you will fill out in a few seconds. Based on the data 
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collected, about 56 students who have ever had a deep conceptual interest will be selected for a follow 
up.  
 
Do not hesitate to ask questions about the study or to ask questions while filling  out the questionnaire. 
I will send you the results of the study if you like.  
 
Your name will not be associated with the results in any way whatsoever and only the researcher will 
know your identity. There are no risks or discomforts associated with the research.  
 
By clicking ‘next’ you will indicate to have taken knowledge of the nature and purpose of the 
procedure. 
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Appendix 6: Mailed questionnaires qualitative phase 
 
January 17
th
  
 
Dear student,  
 
You might remember to have completed an electronic questionnaire on Interest in September during 
class. The purpose of that was to explore the incidence and processes of deep conceptual interests and 
expertise among grammar school students. In everyday Dutch, this means that Mrs. Pelgrim studies 
how often to grammar school students are, for example, very interested in computers, film directors, 
fashion designers, dinosaurs or smartphones (all interests count!) and know everything ebout their 
interest. Now the results of the survey are processed and you belong to the 30 students of the school 
with the highest scores on Interest and Expertise. Therefore, you also will be involved in the second 
phase of this study.  
 
You are free to decide not to participate and you can jump out at any time without hurting your 
relationship with Mrs. Pelgrim or the school. Your name will not be associated with the results in any 
way whatsoever and only the researcher will know your identity. There are no risks or discomforts 
associated with the research. Do not hesitate to ask questions about the study or to ask questions while 
filling  out the questionnaire. I will send you the results of the study if you like.  
 
Bij sending back your filled out questionnaire you will indicate to have taken knowledge of the nature 
and purpose of the procedure. 
 
Attached to this email you will find a Word document with all questions.  
1 Will you (as extensively as possible) write an answer to these questions in the word?  
2 Then save the file as interview_naam.docx (instead of ‘naam’ you enter your own name, in my case 
it would be interview_jessiepelgrim.docx)  
3 Mail the file to jessiepelgrim@gmail.com.  
 
The deadline for the submission is Friday, January 31th!  
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For those students who by then have not responded yet, I will pick a moment to fill out the 
questionnaire in the computer lab during the first week of February (However, I guessed that most 
students find it more convenient to answer at a flexible time and place).  
 
Thanks for your cooperation!  
 
Greetings and have a nice weekend,  
Jessie Pelgrim 
 
--- 
 
January 19
th
  
 
Hello ladies and gentlemen,  
 
See the mail below. On this gray Sunday, I count 6 completed interviews. You are the 24 students 
whom I'm still waiting for anxiously.  
 
Regards and many thanks,  
 
Jessie Pelgrim 
 
--- 
 
January 21
st
  
 
Hello everyone,  
 
See the mail below. The counter is at 9. Please hurry! ;)  
 
Regards and many thanks again,  
 
Jessie Pelgrim 
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--- 
January 23
rd 
 
Hello everyone,  
 
You are the last 14 students for whom I am waiting anxiously! This is good! :-)  
 
Thanks still!  
 
Jessie Pelgrim 
 
--- 
January 27
th
  
 
Hi,  
 
The last eight students get this extra reminder.  
Would you please send your interview before Friday? Your interests are essential for my research!  
In case I have not received your completed questionnaire Thursday afternoon, I will come to your 
classroom for consultation.  
 
Sincerely,  
Jessie Pelgrim 
 
--- 
 
Time:  
date:  
place:  
interviewee:  
 
You are invited to this written interview, because based on the results of first questionnaire I think that 
you are interested in a subject that has to do with fact-finding. I try to understand what it's like for a 
child of your age to have such an interest how come the interest is so strong. Please answer the 
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questions below. Do not just answer yes or no, but answer explain your answer. If you do not 
understand a question, you can always mail me for help.  
 
1. When you come to speak about interests and hobbies with others (peers, adults), how do you 
then describe your interest?  
2. Interests often lead to a variety of activities. Someone who wants to know everything about 
William of Orange, perhaps not only reads everything about him, but perhaps visit all kinds of 
places that have to do with his life. What activities related to your interest do you engage in? 
Don’t forget to mention activities like collecting, competitions, visiting fairs, visiting 
museums. Describe your activities as precisely as possible.  
3. How do you feel when you follow your interest (happy, sad, excited, ...)?  
4. Is there a difference between how you feel at the beginning, middle or end? Explain your 
answer.  
5. How did you get interested in this object?  
6. Can you identify a specific event at which this interest began? Describe that event.  
7. How did this interest develop? Has it, for example, grown stronger or was there another 
development?  
8. Have you ever been less interested in this?  
9. When was that?  
10. How did that happen?  
11. How did the interest then emerge again?  
12. It depends on the subject, but people can have very different kinds of knowledge about their 
field of interest. For example, some know all about mushrooms: how they look, where they 
grow, whether they are toxic. With that knowledge, they can recognize all mushrooms 
growing in the Dutch woods. Or they can pick mushrooms themselves. What kind of 
knowledge do you have and what can you do with that knowledge?  
13. How did you learn that?  
14. From whom / what do you learn the most?  
15. Some areas of interest are organized by scientists, such as the vegetable and animal kingdoms. 
But also building styles is an example. Other areas do not have a scientific classification. But 
in all cases you can have your own private organisation of knowledge. Can you describe your 
organisation?  
16. Do you ever teach anything to others?  
17. Do others note your interest?   
18. How do others respond on your interest (teachers, family, friends)?  
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19. Do you have contacts with others emerged from this interest?  
20. How did you meet those contacts? In science networks? Museums? Internet forums?  
21. Are these contacts only on the subject of your interest?  
22. What you discuss with all those contacts?  
23. What do you do with those contacts?  
24. Did you have another deep interest before this one? What were you interested in? 
25. How long did that interest last?  
26. How come  you are now have less interested?  
27. Do school and your interest complement each other in terms of content? If so, how? If not, 
why not?  
28. Are school and your interest in each others way in terms of content? If so, why? If not, why 
not?  
29. How do you see you yourself and your interest in the future?  
30. What do you think you will be doing with this interest in 2 years? In 5 years? In 10 years?  
31. Are there things about your interest that you wanted to tell and which I did not ask?  
 
Thank you for your cooperation. Would you like to receive the results of this study?  
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Appendix 7: summaries of all cases for the qualitative part 
 
#23 is a boy from the first grade. His CITO test led to a HAVO / VWO advice. Hi describes his school 
performance as average and his Pleasure as good. He scores 35 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 11 on 
Drive, 10 on Value) and 62.60 on Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 18.60 on Interactions, 19 on 
Performance Level). His overall score is 97.60. He loves geographical facts. He likes to know flags 
and capitals of all the countries. The starting point of this interest was getting an illustrated 
encyclopedia of his grandmother for Sinterklaas. Since then, his interest grew stronger. Recently, his 
interest decreased because he has to work hard for school. When his grades went up, he came back to 
his atlases. When he engages in geographical facts, he does not really feel a particular emotion, but 
when he benefits from his knowledge, he is a little happy. He likes to know things that others do not 
know. He likes to read atlases and encyclopedias and buy an extended version if he gets the chance. 
He knows the flags and capitals of countries. He makes a distinction between topographical and 
cultural knowledge. He also distinguishes between countries, continents and the earth as a whole. He 
never teaches something to others, but sometimes classmates notice his interest in class. Then they 
found his interest amusing. He does not have any contacts which result from the interest. At school 
geography overlaps with his interest. But school also makes that he has less time for his hobby. He 
thinks that this interest will continue, but already has another profession in mind. Before this interest, 
he was also interested in darts. That interest has decreased through school and geographical interest. 
 
#87is a girl from first grade. Her CITO test led to a HAVO / VWO advice. She defines her school 
performance as moderate and her attitude as good. She scored 43 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 13 on 
Drive and 15 on Value) and 62 on Expertise (24 on Knowledge, 21 on Interactions, 17 on Performance 
Level). Her overall score is 105. She is interested in horses. She has become interested because a 
friend of her father kept horses that she could pet. She has been reading books about horses for a long 
time and  her parents gave her permission to take riding lessons at the age of 7. Since she is taking 
lessons, the interest has increased. She has also had various jobs in the horses. Her interest took a hit 
three years ago when she fell off the horse and broke her nose. She does not know what made the 
interest emerge again. She looks forward to riding all week. She enjoys riding and feels relaxed. 
During her lessons, she is happy and at the end she does not want the lesson to end. She goes to events 
to watch horse riding, meet famous riders and buy equipment. She has met Ankie van Grunsven and 
ridden with her. She knows all horse breeds, colors, driving styles and the use of equipment. She 
works at the stables and may sometimes teach toddlers. She thinks other people notice her interest. 
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However, her parents at first found horse riding too dangerous for her. She has many friends whom 
she knows only from riding. She met them at the stables, games, pony club and at school. Most of 
these contacts are entirely about horses. She goes riding with them or talks to them about horses. 
School and interest do not complement each other for her. School is sometimes in the way of her 
interest, because her school work makes her neglect horse riding. She thinks that the interest will 
continue to exist. In the future she would like to own a horse, to take part in competitions and to learn 
Natural Horsemanship. She had no deep interest before this one. 
 
#104 is a boy from first grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He sees his performance and 
attitude as good. He scores 32 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 9 on Drive, 9 on Value) and 54 Expertise 
(25 on Knowledge, 14 on Interactions, 15 on Performance Level). His total score is 86. He is 
interested in history. He became interested by asking questions about the subject. That started in 
primary school by watching picture books about knights and pirates. His interest has grown stronger 
since he can read. If he is busy with this interest, he feels happy, enthusiastic and attentive. At the end 
he does not really want to quit. He reads all the history books (no matter how thick they are) that he 
can get his hands on, he visits museums, watches historical movies (and tries to find inaccuracies) and 
reads magazines (such as "Historia”) and documents on the Internet. That means that he has a lot of 
factual knowledge on dates, people and events. That knowledge he organizes chronologically. That 
knowledge is not to much use for him, he says. His family lets him freely engage in his interest. The 
reactions of others are not so positive: they find history boring and even walk away if he brings it up. 
They find it weird that he knows so much of an issue. He does not have any contacts which result from 
the interest. He would have liked to though. His history teacher notes his interest: he's one of the few 
students who pay attention. He learns more than he already knows from history lessons in school, 
especially details. However, because of school he has less time for his hobby: his homework takes too 
much time, and that he finds regrettable. He thinks his interest will remain to exist: he will continue to 
read books and will even go to museums more often. He does not want to find a profession that has to 
do with history: he wants to be Mayor. He has had no previous deep interest. 
 
#121 is a boy from the first grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. His performance he describes 
as good and his attitude as average. He scores 44 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 15 on Drive, 14 on 
Value) and 55 Expertise (23 on Knowledge, 15 on Interactions, 17 on Performance Level). His total 
score is 99. He is interested in games and superheroes and is doing research about those. He became 
interested by watching a lot of movies, especially when he accidentally discovered a channel that is 
about facts. The interest has become increasingly stronger, and he thinks it's fun to tell new facts to his 
friends at school. At the first grade his interest took a hit, because he had to spend so much time on 
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school, but when he was used at grammar school, interest flourished again. He feels happy and excited 
when he is engaged in his interest. He usually starts because he is bored. Then he goes digging into 
game facts and becomes more and more interested, until he has to start doing homework. He knows 
the hard facts and can not do much with that knowledge, he says. He sometimes tries to teach others. 
Others do not really notice his interest and if they notice, they find it a bit weird. School and interest 
complement each other sometimes (physics) and sometimes not (plane techniques). School and the 
interest do not stand each other's way, because his knowledge corresponds to what they teach at 
school. He does not know what the future of his interest will be, maybe he can use his knowledge for 
school. Before this interest he had no other deep interest. 
 
#136 is a girl from the first grade. Her CITO test led to a VWO advice. She describes both her 
performance and attitude as good. She scored 36 on Interest (13 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive, 10 on 
Value) and 53 on Expertise (20 on Knowledge, 17 on Interactions, 16 on Performance Level). Her 
total score is 89. She is interested in mummies. She became interested in them because her grandfather 
went on vacation and showed pictures of mummies after returing home and alson by news reports on 
found mummies and a trip to a museum with her parents. Since then, her interest has increased. She 
reads about mummies in books and on the Internet and watches discovery channel. She has held 
lectures for her classmates on mummies and is saving up for a trip to the mummies in Peru. While 
being engaged with mummies, she feels happy and excited. She always wants to know and tell more. 
She has knowledge about different mummies, mummification and cultural differences. Her family find 
her interest fun, friends find it weird. She hardly teaches anything to others, because they do not find it 
interesting. Others do not  really notice her interest, because she not talk about it much. She shares the 
interest with her mother and grandfather. With them, she talks about a lot of other things, but also 
about mummies. They also watch photos together. The interest and school complement each other, 
because in history the class recently talked about mummies. She would like to become a dancer or a 
biologist / scientistin the future. Before this interest she had no other interest in facts. 
 
#158 is a boy from the second grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He sees his results as 
average and his attitude as good. He scores 36 on Interest (13 on Pleasure, 14 on Drive and 9 on 
Value) and 50 on Expertise (19 on Knowledge, 14 on Interactions, 17 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 86. He was interested in archeology. He does not really remember the starting point of 
his interest, but thinks it has started by reading a book. Since then, the interest became stronger, but 
the last two years, the interest decreased. That is because he was busy with school and hockey. If he 
was engaging in archeology he was especially excited. He did not stop and continued until late into the 
night. He read books. He and his great uncle looked for remains of prehistory in the Loonse and 
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Drunense dunes. During the holidays he often went to excavations (Greeks, Romans, Egyptians). He 
also visited exhibitions. He also collected (stones and old objects). This has led to a broad knowledge 
about the history of Europe and Egypt. Those facts he devides between Egyptology and knowledge 
about Europe. He never teaches something to others. Others sometimes notice his interest. They react 
positive. He has only one contact that comes from this interest: his great uncle whom he met through 
his grandmother. Contact with this great uncle is only about this interest. They discuss news about 
excavations and earlier they went out to search for objects. His hobby causes him to perform very well 
in history class. He says his interest and school do not stand in eachothers the way, but at the same 
time he says that interest is diminished by the fact he's busy with school and hockey. He thinks that his 
interest will almost completely disappear. He has had no deep interest previous to this one. 
 
#178 is a boy from the second grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice and he describes his 
performance and attitude as good. He filled out his questionnaire for the quantitative part of this study 
about astronomy. Then he scored 37 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 14 on Drive, 9 on Value) and 58 on 
Expertise (21 on Knowledge, 17 on Interactions, 20 on Performance Level). His total score was 95. 
For the qualitative part of the study, however, he filled out the open questions about basketball. He is 
interested in many things, he says. He became interested through his mother. The interest has grown 
by making friends in his basketball team. When he engages in basketball, he feels excited and he 
hopes his favorite team will win. He often watches games of the NBA. He is very able to see the 
strategies. He learns most from his mother, trainers and teammates. Sometimes others notice his 
interest and they then find it fun. School and his interest complement each other as two sides of the 
same coin. They are not in eachothers way. He thinks that he will continue to be interested in 
basketball. Previously he played badminton for two years. 
 
#222 is a girl from the second grade. Her CITO test led to a VWO advice and she describes both her 
academic performance and her attitude as average. She scored 43 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 15 on 
Drive and 13 onValue) and 55 on Expertise (21 on Knowledge, 17 on Interactions and 17 on 
Performance Level). Her overall score is 98. She loves animals. She wants to care of them and play 
with them. She cannot remember that this has ever been different, but the exact event that incented her 
interest was getting a rabbit. When she is working with animals, she feels happy and carefree, because 
she does not have to think about school and other things. When she quits playing is leaving a pet store, 
she feels a bit sad. She reads books about (domestic) animals, looks for food, toys, houses and the 
animals themselves in pet shops, talks with veterinarians and discovers things in animals herselve. 
That led to the ability to name species of animals, to take care of them and to recognize some illnesses. 
She teaches much to neighbors and acquaintances. She thinks others notice her interest according to 
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the fact that she gets animal stuff for a present. She has some friends with similar interests. With them 
she often speaks about animals, but also about tons of other friend things. Her interest could help in 
biology class at school, although they do not about animals at the moment. Through homework she 
has less time for her interest. Later she would like to have a job that has to do with animals: she wants 
to study veterinary medicine. She imagines that her interest will only get stronger. Before this interest 
she had no other deep interest. 
 
#263 is a boy from the third grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his performance 
as good and his attitude as average. He scores 34 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 12 on Drive and 8 on 
Value) and 61 on Expertise (24 on Knowledge, 18 on Interactions and 19 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 95. He is interested in roller coasters. He has become interested in them, because he 
always wanted to take a ride in the Python in the Efteling, but was too little. When he discovered 
through movies that even bigger roller coasters existed, he decided to visit them all. When he taken a 
ride in the Python and had visited Walibi and he was able to use a computer, he began to make plans. 
The interest became stronger and stronger. The interest remained, because there are always new things 
and new computer programs to discover. Now the interest, however, has slightly decreased, because 
he needs to spend his time on school work. When he engages in his interest, he feels excited. When he 
visits an amusement park, he is at first very busy, but at night very tired. He builds roller coasters at 
home with a complicated computer program (and sometimes with simple games like Roller Coaster 
Tycoon). He is trying to visit as many parks as possible. He also builds roller coasters with Knex (but 
finds that too limited). He watches movies about roller coasters (and rankings) on the Internet and he 
visits websites about roller coasters. His can only  put his knowledge to use in conversations with 
others, or if he builds on the computer. He can recognize different carts and systems, can estimate for 
people how scary a roller coaster is, he knows where the biggest roller coasters are and has also gained 
some language skills through his interest. He never teaches something to others and other people do 
not notice his interest. He likes to tell his parents and brothers about roller coasters, but they do not 
share his interest. He has no contacts out of the interest, but plans to look for a topic online. At school 
in mathematics or physics class sometimes he gets an assignment on a roller coaster, but apart from 
that school and his interest are separate things. He uses school to expand his knowledge, he studies 
physics, chemistry and mathematics in order to be coaster engineer. In the future he wants to be a 
roller coaster engineer at Vekoma in Vlodrop. He wants to design roller coasters for the whole world 
and try them out himself. He would like to travel to America with a friend. Previously he had an 
interest in dinosaurs and everything that lived in prehistoric times: he had toys, books and pictures. 
The interest lasted from being able to read to his eighth or ninth. But slowly the subject became boring 
to him. 
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#270 is a girl from the third grade. She did not take the CITO test, but describes both her performance 
and her attitude as good. She scored 42 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive and 14 on Value) and 
66 on Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 22 on Interactions, 19 on Performance Level). Her total score is 
108. She is interested in TV series (especially Dexter and Keeping up with the Kardashians). She 
became interested in Dexter by her sister and Keeping up with the Kardashians, she discovered by 
chance while channel surfing. The longer she looked at the series, the better she find them. If she is 
busy with her hobby, she feels happy and relaxed. After an episode, she is usually very cheerful. She 
looks at the series and gathers facts about the series, storylines and backgrounds. After watching one 
episode she surfs to blogs and fansites. As a result, she knows everything about the series. She can tell 
a lot about characters and storylines. She thinks that is not really useful, but she can about it for a long 
time. She often tells facts to others. Despite that, her interest is not really noticed by others or others 
do not really have an opinion about it. She has friends who share her interest, but those friendships do 
not come forth out of the interest. With those friends she's talking about other things or they watch an 
episode together and discuss it afterwards. School and her interest have nothing to do with each other, 
but are not in each other's way. She thinks that the interest may be able to remain for another two 
years, but not for five and certainly not for ten. Before this interest she collected stones. She did that 
for five years, but now she does not like it anymore. 
 
#312 is a boy from the third grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his performance 
as average and his attitude as good. He scores 39 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 11 on Drive and 13 on 
Value) and 56 on Expertise (21 on Knowledge, 20 on Interactions and 15 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 95. He is interested in horses. He became interested, because his past neighbors had two 
horses. He went to the neighbors to ask if he could pet the horses and he could then take care of them 
on Saturdays. The interest became stronger and stronger. When he is occupied with horses, he feels 
happy. He likes to work at the stables, he takes care of his own horses and observes their behavior. He 
likes to watch races (jumping and dressage). He knows a lot about horses and can connect to them or 
see if they have any pain. He learns most from the owner of the stables. Others do notice his interest 
and almost everyone reacts positively. Some people find that riding horses is just for girls. When 
people ask him advice about horses, he answers them and gives advice. He has contacts arising from 
his interest: colleagues from the stables, people from his riding lessons, family and the owner of his 
care horse. These contacts are about many things, but especially about horses. With these contacts he 
works in the stables, visits races, and has some fun. School and his interest are independent of each 
other. They also do not stand each other's way. He thinks that this interest will continue. He does not 
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want to make his profession out of working with horses, but he will always keep a (care) horse. 
Previous to this interest, he had no other deep interest. 
 
#316 is a girl from the third grade. Her CITO test led to a VWO advice. She describes her 
performance and attitude as average. She scored 39 on Interest (13 on Pleasure, 14 on Drive, 12 on 
Value) and 50 on Expertise (19 on knowledge, 16 on Interactions, 15 on Performance Level). Her 
overall score is 89. She is interested in fashion, shopping and getting inspired by the Internet and 
magazines. When she was five she wanted to determine herself what to wear. In primary school she 
did a project about fashion designers and since then she is knows more. This interest became stronger, 
with a dip around the last grade of primary school and first grade of grammar school, as she by then 
did not feel confident enough to express herselve. When she is busy with this interest, she feels very 
happy and excited and sometimes cranky because she can not afford everything she would like to buy. 
After shopping she sometimes keeps wondering if she should have bought that piece of clothing... She 
searches on Internet (tumblr, polyvore, online shops and blogs) for beauty and fashion. Furthermore, 
she likes to go shopping in Eindhoven, Rotterdam or Amsterdam. This leads to basic knowledge about 
designers, and the ability to discover original designer clothing in department stores and to name and 
describe the current trends. Her interest is of little use according to her. She learns the most from 
internet and also looks closely at what other people wear and how they style it. Other people notice her 
interest and usually respond positively, but while shopping friends sometimes find her opninions on 
clothing annoying. She has no contacts arising from this interest. School and this interest complement 
each other, because at school she sees many people by whom she can be inspired. School and her 
interest in each other’s way sometimes, because she can not always wear whatever she wants, 
although school offers a lot of freedom. She intends to keep this interest, and perhaps even to do 
something with it profesionally. Before this interest she had no other deep interest. 
 
#333 is a boy from the third grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He himself  finds his school 
performance and attitude average. His completed the quantitative questionnaire about cars. He scored 
36 on Interest (12 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive, 11 on Value) and 52.75 on Expertise (20 on Knowledge, 
15.75 on Interactions, 17 on Performance Level). His overall score is 88.75. However, he completed 
the qualitative questionnaire about puzzles. His interest is caused by getting a rubik's cube and  the 
interest only got bigger sinds then. Increasing difficulty of puzzles brings him greater satisfaction in 
solving. He describes his feelings as enthusiastic, proud and happy.  
He knows whether puzzles can change shapes and knows the algorithms. That knowledge he gets from 
youtube movies and the internet. He organizes his knowledge on properties (such as being able to 
change shapes, speed and quality). With his knowledge he can solve most puzzles. He sometimes 
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teaches others and thinks others notice his interest. Comments are positive and sometimes express 
surprise. Atschool he knows someone with the same interest. To that person he talks about school 
matters. The interest helps in technical subjects at school. He hopes to retain the interest, to get better 
at solving puzzles and to expand his collection. He has had an previous  deep interest in cars. He has 
had that interest for 5 years, but it is getting overshadowed by the interest in puzzles. 
 
#380 is a boy from the fourth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his 
performance as good and his attitude as average. He scored 34 on Interest (12 on Pleasure, 11 on 
Drive, 11  on Value) and 56 on Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 17 on Interactions, 14 on Performance 
Level). His total score is 90. He is interested in cabaret. This interest started when he saw André van 
Duijn on TV when he was little. He then started looking on the internet for more shows and gradually 
became more interested in cabaret with a message (Javier Guzman - Delirium). His interest has been 
less strong for a while, because he felt that he had seen all the great shows and knew everything about 
the shows, but when he then saw a new show (Lebbis), his enthusiasm flourished again. He feels 
excited and quiet as he is engaging in cabaret. When watching a show, he finds it exciting at the 
beginning and he is wondering how it will be, then he will feel relaxed and at the end there is 
disappointment because the show is over. He watches shows of comedians (also shows in which 
comedians are coached as a sort of American Idol), visits performances and looks for information on 
the Internet. That means that he has knowledge about the backgrounds of comedians and about the art 
of fascinating people, responding to public and using your posture. He sometimes tells something 
about cabaret to others. They notice that he knows something and find that okay, but not special. He 
met a friend at school who is also interested in cabaret. With him he visits shows and discusses shows 
(functions, forms, content). But he's also just a friend. School and his interest are fairly independent of 
each other, although his knowledge does help him in presentations and debates. School is not in the 
way of his interest. He expects to keep this interest but does not want to make his profession out of it. 
He has had no previous deep interest. 
 
#404 is a boy from the fourth grade. His CITO test led to a HAVO/VWO advice. He describes his 
performance as average and his attitude as good. He scores 35 on Interest (12 on Pleasure, 14 on 
Drive, 9 on Value) and 56 on Expertise (22 on Knowledge, 21 on Interactions, 13 on Performance 
Level). His total score is 91. He collects CDs and LPs and wants to know everything about the 
musicians and how they play their music. Especially the music from the 50s to the 80s appeals to him. 
He became interested in primary school when he played out an LP for the first time. By purchasing 
more stuff his collection and interest increased. When he is occupied with his music, he feels excited. 
He plays music on his guitar or keyboard, visits fairs and flea markets and goes to concerts. He 
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watches and listens a lot and looks up what he does not know. This means that he can see or hear what 
is being played on a guitar. He also learns from more experienced people with the same hobby. He 
also teaches techniques to another guitarists. At school he has contacts arising from the same hobby. 
They started a band together, but also talk about everyday things. School and his interest are not in the 
way of each other, but complement each other: school teaches music in the first grade and gives you 
the opportunity to perform on stage. In the future he plans to continue working with this hobby: he 
will have more than instruments and a bigger CD cabinet. Before this he had another deep interest 
which lasted more than a decade, but it disappeared because there are so many other things. 
 
#419 is a boy from the fourth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He sees his performance as 
good and his attitude as average. He scores 31 on Interest (11 on Pleasure, 11 on Drive and 9 on 
Value) and 50 on Expertise (21 on Knowledge, 14 on Interactions and 15 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 81. He loves playing computer games. He became interested,  when he got a Gameboy 
for Sinterklaas. The interest has grown stronger, because he bought or got more game consoles and 
games. When he follows his interest, he feels at ease. He searches the Internet for information and tips 
on the games in which he is interested at that time. He reads many reviews of games. He knows what 
kind of games are out there and what it takes to be considered a good game. He can thus play games 
and really experience them. He teaches others sometimes. Sometimes others notice his interest. The do 
not like his interest, because it is too modern. He also has contacts resulting from this interest: those 
contacts he met on the Internet and in online games. These contacts usually are entirely about games: 
they discuss games or play games together. School and gaming have nothing in common. They stand 
in each other’s way: because of school he has less time for gaming. He hopes not to quit playing and 
to have more time and money for his hobby in the future. Before this one, he had no other deep 
interest. 
 
#422 is a boy from the fourth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his 
performance as good and his attitude as average. He scores 41 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 15 on Drive 
and 12 on Value) and 51 on Expertise (22 on knowledge, 13 on Interactions and 16 on Performance 
Level). His total score is 92. He is interested in chemistry. He became interested, because he read an 
article about youtube videos on science and took a look. The interest then grew stronger, untill 
chemistry classes became very boring in class 3. The interest blossomed again when he discovered a 
new youtube channel. When he is occupied with chemistry, he feels excited. He participates in 
Olympiads, watches youtube videos, helps others with tests and does his school work. This leads to 
chemical knowledge, through which he can help others and participate in Olympiads. He likes to teach 
other people (by tutoring). Others notice his interest in and react interested. He also has contacts 
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resulting from this interest: those he met at the IJSO (International Junior Science Olympiad). Those 
contacts he talks to via chat about school things. School and his interest are not complementary:  he 
already knows what he has to learn at schoo. School and his interest however also do not stand each 
other's way. He wants to do well on his final exam in chemistry, to go to college to study chemistry 
and perhaps to have a chemist job in the future. He previously had no deep interest. 
 
#428 is a girl from the fourth grade. Her CITO test led to a HAVO/VWO advice and she describes her 
performance and attitude as average. She scored 38 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 14 on Drive, 9 on 
Value) and 53 on Expertise (17 on  Knowledge, 22 on Interactions, 14 on Performance Level). Her 
total score is 91. She is interested in music. She loves 60's and 70's rock, especially the Beatles and 
Queen. She became interested because of her father, but the real interest came because in the series 
Glee occurred covers of old songs. She and her sister then looked up the original. Since then, she 
started listening to old songs and she created a Beatles fan account. She has about 900 followers and 
bacause of that the urge to post as well as her interest became stronger. If she is busy with this interest, 
she is happy. She buys and reads books, buys and watches documentaries, watches youtube videos, 
goes to record fairs and record stores, to concerts and the Beatles Museum, she listens to music and 
talks about it on her fan account. She would also like to visit Liverpool one time. She hopes to go to 
concerts of PaulMcCartney or Ringo Starr. Through these activities she knows all about the members 
of the Beatles and Queen. She teaches things to the people on her fan account and the Internet in 
general. To other people she sometimes tells which songs she likes, but they are not really interested. 
Many people also do not know of her interest. Her friends, mother and teachers appreciate her interest. 
She also knows people through her fanaccount, whom she talks to via chat or Skype. These contacts 
are mainly about music, but sometimes about other things. School and her interest are completely 
unrelated. Her interest and school do not stand each other's way: school comes first to her. She expects 
to expand her collection in the future. She thinks that the interest will remain, but perhaps has to make 
way for her studies. She did not have another deep interest before this on: it has always been music for 
her. 
 
#429 is a girl from the fourth grade. Her CITO score led to a VWO advice. She describes her 
performance and attitude as average. She scored 38 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive and 10 on 
Value) and 63 on Expertise (23 on Knowledge, 24 on Interactions, 16 on Performance Level). Her 
total score is 101. She is interested in politics and the Water Authority. Her father was engaged with 
politics: first, he founded the CDJA in her hometown Esch and after that he was a member of the 
CDA. She grew up with politics. When her father saw in the newspaper Water Authority the Dommel 
was looking for a youth member, she thought it was nice to get active in politics. Through the friends / 
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connections at the Water Authority and the little influence she could exert the interest become much 
stronger. When she follows her interest, she is active and enthusiastic. In the beginning she sometimes 
found it difficult to go against politicians but over the years this became easier for her. She is a 
member of the youth Water Authority has a meeting once a month (she goes there by public transport 
there and stays in a hotel). Every year at National Water Day (March 22) she helps organising a water 
event for the board. Furthermore, the board often discussed how water can become interesting to 
young people. After each activity, she writes a blog for the website of  the Water Authority. She also 
closely watches the news and political developments by watching TV and reading newspapers. With 
her knowledge she can have discussions on political issues and she can advise people about their 
political choices. She can also tell a lot about water management in the Netherlands. She can advise 
the Water Authority on multimedia and on how to approach the youth. She learns most from her 
friends at the youth Water Authority, who are usually older. She regularly advises friends or adults 
about politics and explains what the Water Authority does. Others notice her interest, because when it 
comes to politics, she always mingles in discussions. When asked about her hobbies, she says: politics. 
For this reason she is ridiculed by peers and people find her interest boring. Slightly older friends think 
it's a good thing for someone so young to be politically engaged. For family, her interest was no 
surprise. The teachers who know of her interest react positively, but at her current school, few teachers 
know. At the Water Authority she met her best friend, whom she also sees as good contact for later, 
because he is a member of the CDJA in Utrecht. She has contacts in all the Dutch Water Authoritys 
and she met interesting dignitaries (Gerard Schouw, King Willem-Alexander). These contacts she 
sometimes speaks about things other than water. They discuss mainly through whatsapp. School and 
her interest complement each other sometimes, like when in civics class they talk about the separation 
of powers. School and her interests are not mutually in the way: school even occasionally gave her a 
day off to spend on her interest. With this interest she would like to become active for CDJA. Maybe 
she wants to ever make her profession out of politics. She has had no previous deep interest. 
 
#482 is a girl from the fifth grade. Her CITO score led to a HAVO/VWO advice. She describes her 
performance and attitude as average. She scores 45 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 15 on Drive, 15 on 
Value) and 70 on Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 25 on Interactions, 20 on Performance Level). Her 
overall score is 115. She is interested in hockey rules. She has become interested in refereeing, 
because she herself could not play hockey because of rheumatic pains. After a while she could referee 
two games each Saturday and she got compliments and could even referee senior teams. Thus, she 
became more enthusiastic. When she was 16, she went to a Young Umpire Challenge (championships 
D-youth): she played games, she lunched with referees and could referee herself (even the semi-
finals). She was then photographed and accidentally her picture was published in all kinds of books. 
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When she came back the following year at the Young Umpire Challenge, the coaches of the year 
before remember her and she was even more enthusiastic. She was asked for different tournaments and 
got dispensation for the bond program at the age of 17 (she officially had to be 18 to start). Now she is 
successful and she is the youngest union referee Netherlands. The interest has only grown stronger. 
She has never been less interested, although she sometimes regrets to have to leave  a party in time and 
get up early to be an umpire. But she's engaging in her interest, she feels very happy, enthusiastic and 
eager to learn. She can really look forward to it. Before a game she is nervous, during the game she 
feels tense and after a game she is proud that she was the referee in a game of older people. She likes 
to challenge herself, but also enjoys the world of hockey. She is refereeing in hockey games and last 
summer she started with the union referee training. She spends a lot of time on workshops and 
briefings, running (Interval Shuttle Run Tests), reading rules and learning rules, looking at other 
referees, watching games on TV, discussing hockey with fellow referees and friends, reading news on 
the website www.hockey.nl. She can guide other people refereeing  and could referee herself. She has 
just been promoted to group E, which means that she can referee in the highest level competitions in 
boys and girls and even women's hockey to a reasonable level. She learns most from her evaluators. 
Other people notice her interest: she posts much on facebook and twitter, is often chatting about it and 
therefore have less time for friends, family and playing hockey itself. Most people are very interested 
(she thinks because it's a weird hobby). She finds it very nice that the girls from her class ask her every 
Monday how she did in the games of that weekend. She has lots of contacts arising from this interest, 
whom she met during courses, briefings, running, workshops, in the field and during reviews. Some of 
them are real friends. She speaks with them (about hockey and friend things), goes out to dinner, 
watches hockey games, goes out and has drinks with them after a game. Fellow referees really 
understand her interest. People who play hockey understand what she is doing, but find that stupid. 
And others do not understand at all. School and her interest have one thing in common: they make her 
learn to deal with people. At both places her insecurity stands in her way. But apart from that school 
and her interest are independent of each other. On weekends she lives for hockey, so she has to plan 
her homework around hockey. She hopes to really develop her skills and one day be a referee at the 
Olympics. She will quit, once she finds it no longer fun, because her interest takes much both 
physically and mentally. Before this interest, she was interested in hockey itself. 
 
#488 is a boy from the fifth grade. His CITO test had a VWO advice as a result. He describes his 
performance as average and his attitude as good. He scored 34 on Interest (15 on Pleasure, 11 on 
Drive, 8 on Value) and 53.07 on Expertise (24.07 on Knowledge, 15  on Interactions and 14 on 
Performance Level).  His overall score is 87.07. He has an interest in cars, and in particular the 
internal combustion engine. His interest arose because he was taken to car shows by his father. The 
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practical part of his interest, however, arose when his cross moped broke and he tried to fix it himself. 
The success of that effort gave him lots of positive energy, and he expanded his technical knowledge 
by reading on the Internet. The interest has become increasingly stronger. He visits fairs abroad and 
reads about cars on the Internet. He carries small cars and motorcycles and repairs them. He often 
starts working on his hobby because he catches something on TV, on the Internet or from a book. He 
describes his feelings as pleased and surprised about the technique. He feels an urgency to understand 
how the engine works and gets frustrated if he is unsuccessful. However, there is always a saturation 
point and then he's going to do something else. He organizes his knowledge in problem analysis, 
staging, two-stroke and four-stroke, transfer and gearbox. Theoretically he can with repair almost all 
old cars. He almost never learns anything about it to others, because they are not interested. 
Sometimes he repairs vehicles for others. He talks about engines with his father, but his father knows 
more about brands, models and years, and less about the engine. There is another student at school 
with the same interest. His interest is sometimes of use in physics class, but school is never is in the 
way of his interest. He sees no future in his interest: he does not want to be a car mechanic. However, 
he thinks that this interest will continue to exist (although the electro-motor is on the rise). 
 
#500 is a boy from the fifth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice, but he sees his performance 
and attitude as moderate. He scores 33 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 11 on Drive and 8 on Value) and 
65 on Expertise (24 on Knowledge, 24 on Interactions, 17 on Performance Level). His total score is 
98. He is interested in clothes. He loves buying clothes, but also selling. This interest has arisen 
because of his job: it is expected of him that he learns about fashion. His interest becomes stronger the 
more he knows. But if the ambience at work is not good, his interest also declines. When he is 
engaged in clothing, he feels excited. He always looks forward to go to work. At work he learns all 
about how certain garments are made. He knows a lot about clothes, the clothing industry, the brand 
Scotch and soda, and sales techniques. Knowledge about clothes is a matter of hearing and 
remembering, sales tricks are a matter of practice. He learns from his fellow sellers. With them, he 
also talks about other things (like anime) and he goes out with them. Others notice his interest through 
the way he dresses. They mostly like his interest, but some see the interest as 'being gay'. School and 
his interest in clothing have little to do with each other but are not each other's way. He sees no future 
for this interest. He expects that the interest will cease when he quits his part-time job to go to college. 
Before this interest he had no other deep interest. 
 
#564 is a boy from the fifth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. His performance and attitude 
he describes as average. He scores 35 on Interest (12 on Pleasure, 11 on Drive, 12 on Value) and 52 on 
Expertise (21 on Knowledge, 11 on Interactions, 20 on Performance Level). His total score is 87. He is 
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interested in movies and TV shows. He became interested while watching, wondering what went on 
behind the scenes of shows or movies (and especially the series The Office). The interest has become 
increasingly stronger. If he is occupied with this interest, he feels happy and excited. At the end he's 
tired because he's been watching or reading for so long. He collects DVDs of good movies and during 
hollidays he is always looking for film sets (such as the set of Skyfall in Istanbul). He collects facts on 
IMDB (Internet Movie Data Base). His knowledge he organizes on film, documentary or series and 
then by genre. With his knowledge, he thinks he can do little, except perhaps writing reviews. He only 
teaches others when they ask for it. Once it comes to movies, they notice his interest though, because 
he does not stop talking about them. His family thinks he spends too much time on his interest. School 
and his interest not complement each other, because at school they never talk about movies (except for 
Dutch class). School and his interest are in each other’s way sometimes, but he thinks that is natural: 
school is to lay the foundation and afterwards you just do what you want. He hopes that his interest 
remains as strong and would like to make his profession out of it. He hopes to be admissed in the film 
school. Before this interest, he had no other deep interest. 
 
#622 is a boy from the sixth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his performance 
as good and his attitude as average. He scored 31.90 on Interest (10 on Pleasure, 11.90 on Drive, 10 on 
Value) and 58 on Expertise (19 on Knowledge, 22 on Interactions and 17 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 89.90. He is interested in language and sees himself as language purist and 
‘grammarnazi’. That has not always been this way: when he had to learn to write in elementary school, 
he found language hugely annoying because he saw no logic to it. He has become interested in 
language through his father, who also loves language, writes a lot and is a fan of Wim Daniels. He can 
not remember the specific starting point of his interest. The interest has continued to grow. He always 
begins with wondering: he sees or hears something, wonders how it works and looks into it. If he's 
doing this, he feels happy. After he had found out, he can tell it and then he is excited and can keep 
that feeling for a long time. He takes Pleasure in the contemplation of language and plays with 
language and corrects language errors. He writes (on a regular basis at Seven days and 
Scholieren.com), visits readings (for example of Wim Daniels), reads about language and notes funny 
language mistakes in his phone. He also looks on forums. He has a knowledge of language, linguistics 
to be exact. He can hold long monologues about language. He can filter out errors from texts and write 
his own texts. He is trying to teach things to people. Others notice his interest through his columns, 
and because he often corrects their mistakes. Teachers appreciate his interest, his family is interested 
like he is and his friends get annoyed sometimes, but he tries to avoid that. He has contacts resulting 
from his interest: his writing colleagues and people of forums. With his writing colleagues, he shares 
more than just language. At school, he can do a lot with language: school even offers him the 
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opportunity to write his columns. He wants to be a journalist or teacher. He will study Dutch language 
and culture in college. He previously had no deep interest, but he loved animals in primary school. 
Why this interest no longer exists, he does not know. 
 
#624 is a girl from the sixth grade. Her CITO test led to a VWO advice. She describes her 
performance as good and her attitude as average. She scored 37 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 15 on 
Drive,  8 on Value) and 50 on Expertise (23 on Knowledge, 15 on Interactions and 12 on Performance 
Level). Her total score is 87. She is interested in the functioning of the brains. She became interested, 
because her grandmother had Parkinson's disease, some people around her were demented and there 
was a lot about neurology in the news. She thinks that interest has remained the same over the years. 
When she's doing this, she feels passionate and curious. When she starts reading she is always 
enthusiastic, at the end she is amazed at the complexity. She visits lectures (about free will in 
philosophy vs. Neurology), collects and reads books on the subject and looks documentaries on related 
topics. She tells anecdotes to others and sometimes others notice her interest in the brain. Others 
respond to her interest with interest. She has a few contacts arising out of interest: those contacts she 
met at school. These contacts are often not only about the brain, but there is also smalltalk. There is an 
overlap between her interest and biology classes on the functioning of the brains. School and her 
interest do not stand in each other’s way.  She imagines that she will probably learn about the brain in 
college and she will continue to read about it anyway. Before this interest, she had another deep 
interest which lasted until now, but she grew out of it. 
 
#633 is a girl from the sixth grade. Her CITO test led to a VWO advice and she describes her 
performance and attitude as well. She scored 35 on Interest (10 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive, 12 on Value) 
and 59 on Expertise (20 on Knowledge, 20 on Interactions and 19 of Performance Level). Her total 
score is 94. She is interested in architecture, photography, fashion and street art. She loves to blog on it 
(and is also interested in the html that goes with it). Her interest in fashion and street art has actually 
begun by blogging. Her interest is reinforced by getting as many followers as possible. She became 
familiar with fashion labels and names, became more interested because of that and then went to look 
things up out of interest. There was a period between the phase when it came to blogging and the 
phase in which it came to the content. The beginning of this transition came after a summer in which 
many followers had become inactive. Her interest in architecture began when she was in London 
(Canary Wharf). She always start with her hobby when she thinks she deserves a break from her 
schoolwork. Then she can not stop and at the end she feels a little guilty for spending so much time on 
her hobby. Sometimes she gets frustrated because a blog post does not look as beautiful as she wants. 
When she is done with a post, she is satisfied. She takes photos when she sees something beautiful by 
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chance, but also searches on blogs and websites for architecture, fashion and street art. She thinks she 
is no expert, but has a reasonable knowledge about designers and cities. She sometimes teaches others 
how to create a functioning html page and where to look for information or inspiration. She has 
contacts all over the world through blogs and fora (Tumblr) from whom she learns a lot. She talks to 
people through a chat on her phone. There is a girl from Norway, with whom she has daily contact and 
talks about everything. With a slightly older girl (27) from America, she talks about inspiration. She 
does not have enough expertise about content to teach something to others. She thinks maybe her 
interest in clothes others is noticeable. She does not want anyone to know she has a blog. School and 
her interest have to do nothing in common. However, school and her interest are in each other’s way 
sometimes: she should be working for school, but really want to do other things. About the future of 
her interests, she says she will keep expressing her interest in fashion by searching and buying clothes, 
but she wants to make her profession out of architecture and urbanism by studying engineering in 
college. On blogging she will look back as a 'fun pastime'. She has previously had similar interests: 
she has, for example, collected coins, shells and zebras. These interests often lasted shortly, but the 
zebra has been interesting to her during her entire childhood. About the disappearance of those 
interests she says that she has grown out of them. 
 
#641 is a boy from the sixth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. His performance and attitude 
he describes as average. He scored 38 on Interest (14 on Pleasure, 13 on Drive, 11 on Value) and 57 
on Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 17 on Interactions, 15 on Performance Level). His total score is 95. 
He is interested in the medium 'movie' because it offers the opportunity to escape reality. His favorite 
movie changes with time. He has loved movies as long as he can remember. But the passion really 
originated in 2001 ( the Fellowship of the Ring). At age fourteen he also became interested in other 
genres and older movies, and he began to read about movies. His interest has only grown stronger, and 
now he looks different at movies (the process leading to the creation of a movie). How he feels while 
being occupied with his interest depends on the movie. What happens at the end of a movie has more 
impact on him then what happens at the beginning, because at the end he is emotionally invested in the 
characters. He goes to the movies 1 or 2 times a month and collects movies. He reads about movies on 
various websites, watches Youtube Channels of reviewers and he follows the movie news. Every now 
and then he writes a piece or creates a short movie himself. He watches movies several times the 
second time he focuses on cinematography and editing or searches for deeper meanings. He now has 
quite a bit of knowledge in many areas related to movies. He can make beautiful movies himself and 
knows about almost every movie how is has been received, who the director and actors are and in 
what year it came out. And he can really well underpin his own opinion on movies. His opinion is 
becoming more sophisticated. He organizes knowledge by making lists: his favorite films, the best 
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films of a particular director, the best films of a given year. He does not often teach something to 
others because does not want to impose his hobby on others and because he is also interested in other 
things than film. However, he is asked frequently to give film tips, so others do notice his interest. 
With his family and friends he shares the interest to a certain extent. He has no contacts arising from 
this interest. Whether teachers are also know, he does not know. School and his interest do not really 
complement each other. At school movies are only watched for language learning. English is his best 
subject, because he is always watching movies without subtitles. School and his interest do not stand 
each other's way, although he thinks that school may pick better movies to show. He thinks that this 
interest will never be boring to him. He would like to get into the American film industry. He looks for 
a study related to this interest, but no study for which he should be really creative. He had no other 
deep interest before this one. 
 
#654 is a boy from the sixth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his performance 
as well and his attitude as moderate. He scores 33 on Interest (11 on Pleasure, 14 on Drive, 8 on 
Value) and 64 on Expertise (23 on Knowledge, 21 on Interactions and 20 on Performance Level). His 
total score is 97. He is interested in (discussing) soccer and cycling. Soccer , he has been following 
since he was five and has ever since - albeit intermittently - been interested. When it comes to cycling, 
he has only become interested in high school, although he had always watched the tour de france. The 
interest in cycling really began with the battle between Andy Schleck and Contador on the Tourmalet. 
Since then, his interest has grown stronger, though he still finds the end of the cycling season less 
interesting. Then the races are less interesting and he is just tired of cycling caused by the overkill of 
the Tour de france. After the winter, he starts tracking the development of specific riders again. When 
he is busy with this interest, he is enthusiastic. He likes to talk about the news on sports. When 
watching a game he is happy at the beginning , concentrated in the middle and he is fed up at the end 
because it's over. He watches games on TV and listens to the commentary. He regularly goes to soccer 
matches (often PSV, once to Chelsea in London, once to the Vuelta in Berg en Dal, once to Tours and  
once to the Eneco Peloton in Vlijmen). He also has playd soccer himself from the age of five to 
fourteen and he fanatically collected All Stars cards. He read many books and magazines about soccer 
(he had a subscription and now still buys a magazine sporadically). He is also active on many 
discussion forums. He therefore has a fairly deep knowledge of the background information on soccer 
and cycling (which he organizes by teams and divisions and types of championships) and the soccer 
game itself. With most people he can conduct a substantive discussion on the topic. About cycling he 
regularly teaches something to others. Others do notice his interest because of his posts on social 
media. Others do not really respond to the interest. His friends also watch soccer, but most of the time 
he watches all by himself. Through internet forums he has contacts arising from the interest. Some of 
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these contacts he has been talking to for so long (via the forums and skype) that he also could about 
other things like music, movies, daily life and social themes. School and his interest are fairly 
independent of each other, except that he sometimes talks to people about soccer or plays soccer in 
gym class. School and his interests often stand in the way of each other: through school, he often 
misses the start of a bike race and vice versa, he often neglects his schoolwork on behalf of a 
competition. He imagines that his interest will remain to exist in the same way. He previously had no 
deep interest. 
 
#661 is a boy from the sixth grade. His CITO test led to a VWO advice. He describes his performance 
and attitude as good. He scores 35 on Interest (10 on Pleasure 15 on Drive and 10 on Value) and 61 on 
Expertise (25 on Knowledge, 19 on Interactions, 17 on Performance Level). His total score is 96. He is 
interested in the world around the Harry Potter books. He became interested by reading the books. He 
does not know exactly whether the interest began when reading the first book or a little later. The 
interest has become stronger with the release and reading the books, but is still growing. When he is 
busy with this interest, he is happy, but also sad because he can not live in the world of Harry Potter. 
He reads the books, listens to the audio books and watches the movies. He also looks at the official 
Harry Potter website. He also is searching for facts on the Internet. There is also a theme park in 
Orlando, but he has never been there. He has great knowledge about the world of Harry Potter and can 
tell a lot about it. He has two friends, met at school, with whom he often talks about Harry Potter, but 
also about other things. They teach each other things, but he also teaches things to other people who 
like Harry Potter. People notice his interest, but he does not flaunt it. Friends sometimes joke about 
this interest,  but he does not mind the reactions of others. School and Harry Potter have nothing to do 
with each other: there is no class on Harry Potter and he would not want there to be. School and the 
interest do not collide. He thinks he will always find Harry Potter fun, but there will come a time in 
which he is will be spending less time on it. Before this, he had no other deep interest. 
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Appendix 8: An overview of categories and subcategories of the qualitative data and matrices by 
category 
 
Table 1.  
Categories and sub categories  
 Theme Category Sub category 1 Sub category 2 
What is interest? Emotions No emotion   
  No own emotion   
  Positive emotion Happiness  
   Relaxation  
   Drivenness  
  Negative emotion   
  development   
What is 
expertise? 
Expertise Knowledge Declarative  
   Procedural  
  Skills Tell  
   Explain or 
create/fix 
 
  Ambitions Expanding  
   School / study / 
job 
 
   No job  
The processes of 
Interest and 
expertise 
Emergence of 
interest 
No 
rememberance 
  
  Positive 
experience 
Sensory  
   Getting a present  
  Negative 
experience 
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  job   
  Person   
 Development No development   
  Stronger interest More expertise More knowledge 
    More able 
    Bigger collection 
   Social incentives  
  (temporarily) 
smaller interest 
Lack of time  
   Negative 
experience 
 
   No news  
  Expect to keep   
  Expect to 
disappear 
  
  Previous deep 
interest 
Subject  
   Duration  
   Cause of decrease  
 Interactions Notice They do  
   I think they do  
   They hardly do  
   They don’t  
  Reactions Positive  
   Diverse  
   Negative  
   They don’t  
  Contacts from 
interest 
Yes Accidentally met 
    Met online 
    Met on a club or 
event 
   no  
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 Expanding 
expertise 
Reading Websites  
   Books  
   Magazines and 
newspapers 
 
  Watching and 
listening 
Movies on 
internet 
 
   Documentaries/di
scovery/news 
 
   Primary source / 
action 
 
  Visit Look and buy  
   Live action  
   Just look  
  Interactions Individual setting  
   Online  
   Organized setting  
   Teaching others  
  Collecting   
  Do and create   
  Role of school Interest helps  
   School helps  
   Help each other  
   No relationship  
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Matrix 1.  
Emotions students feel while engaging in their interest 
No emotion  #104 
No own 
emotion 
 #641 
Positive 
emotions 
Happiness #263, #654, #316, #633, #404, #178, #380, #482, #429, #422, #121, 
#136, #158, #500, #104, #624, #622, #333, #312, #488, #270, #428, 
#222, #661, #564, #87  
 Relaxation #270, #87, #222, #404, #380, #419 
 Drivennes
s 
#263, #104, #482, #654, #429, #624, #178, #488, #622, #404,  #136, 
#333, #158, #222, #633, #316, #564, #380, #87 
Negative  #429, #661, #316, #488, #633 
 
 
Matrix 2.  
Origin of the interest.  
No rememberance (4)  #316, #222, #654 en #641 
Positive experience 
(21) 
reading, watching, 
listening, visiting (17) 
#404, #380, #270, #564, #87, #661, #158, #104, 
#136, #422, #121, #654, #624, #312, #488, #633, 
#263 
 Getting (4) #333, #222, #23, #419 
Negative experience / 
issue (6) 
 #641, #263, #624, #633, #488, #482 
Job (1)  #500 
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Matrix 3.  
Development of the interest.  
No development (1)   #624 
Stronger interest 
(26) 
more expertise 
(18) 
more knowledge / 
experiences (14) 
#380, #641, #661, #222, #428, #316, 
#87, #500, #136, #622, #422, #263, 
#23, #270 (14) 
  More able/ better 
performances (4) 
#333, #104, #488, #482  
 Bigger 
collection (3) 
 #404, #222, #419 
 Social 
incentives (9) 
 #178, #121, #654, #428, #633, #482, 
#429, #404, #500 
(Temporarily) 
Smaller interest 
(12) 
Lack of time (4)  #158, #23, #121, #263 
 Negative or no 
experience (8) 
 #316, #500, #633, #422, #654, #380, 
#270, #87 
Expect to keep (19)   #654, #312, #316, #633, #488, #404, 
#178, #380, #482, #429, #87, #428, 
#136, #641, #23, #222, #419, #333, 
#564 
Expect to disappear 
(6) 
  #633, #270, #158, #121, #500 , #661  
 
Matrix 4.  
Ambitions of students 
Expanding 
expertise 
6 #404, #333, #87, #428, #136,  #104 
School / 
studies/ job 
1
3 
#121, #422, #482, #429, #624, #633, #564, #641, #263, #316, #622, #136, #222 
No job 7 #312, #488, #380, #23, #500, #661, #104 
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Matrix 5.  
Reactions of others 
Do others notice They do 1
3 
#654, #312, #404, #380, #482, #429, #422, #500, #222, 
#661, #104, #23, #564 
 I think they do 1
0 
#624, #316, #633, #178, #622, #333, #87. #641, #158, #419 
 Hardly  4 #488, #270, #121, #428 
 Not at all 3 #633, #136, #263 
How do others 
react 
Positively 1
3 
#316, #404, #178, #333, #428, #641, #23, #158, #222, #380, 
#624, #482, #422 
 Diversely 7 #622, #429, #136, #661, #104, #312, #500 
 Negatively 5 #419, #263, #121, #87, #564 
 They don’t 
react 
3 #654, #633, #270,  
 
 
Matrix 6.  
Contacts out of the interest.  
Yes 
(17) 
Accidentally met (7) #624, #404, #333, #422, #158, #312, #222 
 Met online(5) #654, #633, #622, #428, #419 
 Met on a club or event 
(9) 
#312, #178, #482, #500, #622, #422, #429, #87 
No (12)  #316, #488, #270, #121, #641, #23, #564, #104, #263, #380, 
#136, #661 
 
 
Matrix 7.  
Learning 
Self Regulated 
learning 
#500, #222, #429, #654, #622, #428, #419, #380, #404, #316, #564, #23, #104, 
#401, #136, #333, #87, #178, #312, #263, #488, #121, #263, #270, #380, #422, 
#641 
Lessons of 
some kind 
#87, #104, #178, #482 
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Matrix 8.  
Spending time / activities / builing their islands of expertise 
Reading (22) Websites (13) #104, #661, #641, #136, #333, #482, #380, 
#270, #488, #633, #263, #419, #316  
 Books (11) #104, #222, #158, #23, #136, #428, #87, 
#482, #654, #624, #661. 
 Magazines and newspapers (3) #104,  #654, #429 
Watching and 
listening (18) 
Movies on the internet (5) #428, #121, #422, #333, #263 
 Documentaries / discovery 
channel / the news (1) 
#136, #428, #624, #429 
 Shows / movies /  
Matches and races / music 
#380 , #104, #641, #270, #564, #482, #178, 
#654, #404, #661, #428 
Visit (18) Look and buy (5) #428, #404, #488, #222, #316  
 Live action (8) #428, #380, #404, #622, #482, #312, #654, 
#624 
 Just look (8) #104, #158, #136, #428, #564, #661, #633, 
#263 
Interactions (14) Individual setting (6) #661, #222, #500, #136, #422, #482, #404 
 Online (4) #428, #622, #654, #633 
 Organized setting (5) #87, #312, #482, #178, #87, #429, #500, 
#622,  
Collecting (6)  #564, #158, #23, #404, #654, #624  
Do and create (14)  #641, #622, #404, #633, #488, #263, #422, 
#654, #222, #87, #482, #312, #500, #158 
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Appendix 9: A more extensive table of the objects of interest 
Table 1.  
Overview of the objects of interest (N=107) 
Domain Object G 
1 
G 
2 
G 
3 
G 
4 
G 
5  
G  
6 
B  
1 
B 
2 
B  
3 
B  
4 
B  
5 
B 
6 
Technique  - 
n=11 (9,3%) 
 0 
(0% of total) 
(0% of girls) 
10 
(9,3% of total) 
(14,1% of boys) 
 Math – 1        1     
 Games – 2         1 1   
 Computers – 2       1 1     
 Electronics – 1        1     
 Combustion engine – 
1 
          1  
 Roller coasters – 1         1    
 Aeronautical 
engineering  – 1 
           1 
 Building guitars - 1            1 
Society –  
n=19 (17,8%) 
 6 
(5,6% of total) 
(16,7% of girls) 
13 
(12,1% of total) 
(18,3% of boys) 
 Archeology – 1        1     
 Historys – 1       1      
 Middle ages – 2       2      
 World War 2. – 2       1   1   
 Mummies – 1 1            
 Japan – 1   1          
 Daggers – 2  1         1  
 Knights– 2         1  1  
 Law – 1 1            
 Politics – 3    2        1 
 Euro coins – 1          1   
 Flags - 2       2      
Nature –  
n=28 (26,2%) 
 11 
(10,3% of total) 
(30,6% of girls) 
17 
(15,9% of total) 
(23,9% of boys) 
 Physics – 1       1      
 Astronomy – 6 1      2 1 1  1  
 Nature – 1       1      
 Medicine – 1    1         
 Human body – 1 1            
 Nutrition – 1    1         
 Neurology – 1      1       
 Schisis – 1   1          
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 Animals – 3  1       2    
 Dogs  - 1   1          
 Horses – 3 1    1    1    
 Agriculture – 1            1 
 Dinosaurs – 2       1  1    
 Chemistry – 4    1   1 1  1   
 Rocks – 1            1 
Culture –  
n=50 (46,7%) 
 19 
(17,8% of total) 
(52,8% of girls) 
31 
(29,0% of total) 
(43,7% of boys) 
 Dutch language – 1            1 
 Celebrities – 2   1  1        
 Movies – 6         1 1  4 
 Tv-shows – 1           1  
 Harry potter – 2      1      1 
 CDs – 1          1   
 Beatles – 1    1         
 Cabaret – 1          1   
 Fashion – 12  2 2 2 1 4     1  
 Interior design – 1      1       
 Sports results – 13 2       1 2 3 2 3 
 Hockey rules– 1     1        
 Carss – 5         2  1 2 
 Trains – 1           1  
 Boats – 1       1      
 Beer caps - 1         1    
 
 
 
 
